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ABSTRACT
Context. The Gaia second Data Release (DR2) presents a first mapping of full-sky RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids observed by the
spacecraft during the initial 22 months of science operations.
Aims. The Specific Object Study (SOS) pipeline, developed to validate and fully characterise Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars (SOS
Cep&RRL) observed by Gaia, has been presented in the documentation and papers accompanying the Gaia first Data Release. Here
we describe how the SOS pipeline was modified to allow for processing the Gaia multiband (G, GBP and GRP) time series photometry
of all-sky candidate variables and produce specific results for confirmed RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids that are published in the DR2
catalogue.
Methods. The SOS Cep&RRL processing uses tools such as the period-amplitude and the period-luminosity relations in the G band.
For the analysis of the Gaia DR2 candidates we also used tools based on the GBP and GRP photometry, such as the period-Wesenheit
relation in (G,GRP).
Results. Multiband time series photometry and characterisation by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline are published in Gaia DR2 for
150,359 such variables (9,575 classified as Cepheids and 140,784 as RR Lyrae stars) distributed all over the sky. The sample includes
variables in 87 globular clusters and 14 dwarf galaxies (the Magellanic Clouds, 5 classical and 7 ultra-faint dwarfs). To the best of
our knowledge, as of 25 April 2018, variability of 50,570 of these sources (350 Cepheids and 50,220 RR Lyrae stars) is not known
in the literature, hence likely they are new discoveries by Gaia. An estimate of the interstellar absorption is published for 54,272
fundamental-mode RR Lyrae stars from a relation based on the G-band amplitude and the pulsation period. Metallicities derived from
the Fourier parameters of the light curves are also released for 64,932 RR Lyrae stars and 3,738 fundamental-mode classical Cepheids
with period shorter than 6.3 days.
Key words. star: general – Stars: oscillations – Stars: variables: Cepheids – Stars: variables: RR Lyrae – Methods: data analysis –
Magellanic Clouds
1. Introduction
The Gaia mission has been repeatedly monitoring the celestial
sphere since the start of scientific operation on 25 July 2014.
The spacecraft is collecting multi-band photometry and astro-
metric measurements of sources crossing its field of view (FoV)
down to a limiting magnitude G ∼ 21 mag, along with low-
resolution spectroscopy for sources brighter than G ∼ 16 mag.
A description of the Gaia mission (spacecraft, instruments, sur-
vey and measurement principles) as well as the structure and
activities of the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium
(DPAC) can be found in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016a).
On 25 April 2018 Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) has published
photometry in three pass-bands (Gaia G, GBP and GRP), five-
parameter astrometry and radial velocities collected over the ini-
tial 22 months of observations. A summary of the Gaia DR2
contents and survey properties is provided in Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. (2018a). The photometric dataset and the processing
of the G, GBP and GRP-band (time series) photometry used for
the analysis in the present paper are described in Riello et al.
(2018) and Evans et al. (2018), whereas a detailed description
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of the astrometric dataset and processing is provided in Linde-
gren et al. (2018).
The multi-epoch operating procedure makes Gaia a very
powerful tool to identify and characterise stellar variability phe-
nomena across the whole HR diagram (e.g. Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018b). In Gaia Data Relase 1 (DR1; Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2016b) G-band time series photometry and characteris-
tic parameters were released only for a small number of pul-
sating variables, comprising 599 Cepheids and 2595 RR Lyrae
stars (Clementini et al. 2016, hereafter Paper 1) in a region of
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) that the spacecraft observed
at high cadence during the first 28 days of scientific operation
in Ecliptic Poles Scanning Law. The catalogue of variables re-
leased in Gaia DR2 (Holl et al. 2018) contains thousands of
Cepheids and hundred of thousands RR Lyrae stars in the Milky
Way (MW) and its nearest neighbours. They represent a first
census of full-sky RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids and provide a
flavour of Gaia capabilities by recovering most of the known
MW Cepheids, identifying a few bona fide new ones and increas-
ing the number of known Galactic RR Lyrae stars well beyond
the current value of more than a hundred of thousands.
The general approach of variability analysis and classifica-
tion developed within the Gaia DPAC was presented in Eyer et
al. (2017b). For DR2 an additional fully statistical approach was
developed to classify all-sky high-amplitude pulsating stars. This
approach is extensively described in Rimoldini et al. (2018).
The Specific Objects Study (SOS) pipeline (hereafter referred
to as SOS Cep&RRL pipeline), which is specifically designed
to validate and fully characterise Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars
observed by Gaia, is described in detail in Paper 1. The gen-
eral properties of the whole sample of variable sources released
in Gaia DR2 are described in Holl et al. (2018), which also
briefly summarises steps of the general variability analysis prior
the SOS Cep&RRL processing.
In this paper we describe how the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
was modified and further developed to process the DR2 multi-
band time-series photometry of candidate Cepheids and RR
Lyrae stars identified by the general variable star classification
pipelines (Eyer et al. 2017b, Rimoldini et al. 2018). We de-
scribe our validation procedures and briefly present results from
the SOS Cep&RRL processing of Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars
confirmed by the pipeline, that are released in the Gaia DR2 vari-
ability catalogue. We recall that conforming to the strict DPAC
policy, only a very limited interpretative overview and no scien-
tific exploitation of the data is presented in this paper. We also
remind the reader that characterisation and classification of any
RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids released in DR2 is purely and ex-
clusively based on the Gaia data of the sources. That is we do
not complement Gaia’s time series with external non-Gaia data.
Literature published data are only used as training sets for the
classification tools and for the final validation of the results.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
summary of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline specifically highlight-
ing changes and improvements with respect to the DR1 pro-
cessing. Section 3 presents the datasets and selections of all-sky
sources on which the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline was run. Sections
4 and 5 present the SOS Cep&RRL analysis describing exten-
sively our procedures to validate the SOS results that we publish
in Gaia DR2 along with a comparison with the literature and
the DR1 results. In those sections we specifically acknowledge
the limitation of the current analysis and results and warn the
reader about oversimplifications and possible biases of the SOS
Cep&RRL processing. We also discuss reasons why well-known
sources are missing in DR2 as well as a few misclassifications
of the SOS Cep&RRL processing for DR1 (Section 5.2). After
DR2 we become aware of a number of misclassifications in the
released DR2 Cepheid and RR Lyrae samples. A partial listing of
these misclassifications is provided in Appendix C. Finally, main
results and future developments of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
are summarised in Section 6.
2. SOS Cep&RRL pipeline applied to the DR2 data:
general overview
Main purposes, tools and steps of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
are extensively described in Sect. 2 of Paper 1, to which the inter-
ested reader is referred for details. Here we only summarise main
differences with respect to the DR1 processing. An overview of
the different parts of the SOS Cep&RRL processing is presented
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, which were updated from figs. 1, 2 and 3
of Paper 1 to summarise changes operated in the pipeline, such
as parts that were activated or tools newly developed to allow
for processing the multi-band (G, GBP and GRP) time-series pho-
tometry of all-sky sources that are released in DR2.
As schematically summarised in fig. 2 of Holl et al. (2018),
the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline received as input for the DR2 pro-
cessing the calibrated G and integrated GBP, GRP time series pho-
tometry (Evans et al. 2018; Riello et al. 2018) collected by Gaia
in the 22 months between 25 July 2014 and 23 May 2016 of the
sources pre-classified as candidate Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars
by the classifiers of the general variability pipeline (Eyer et al.
2017b, Rimoldini et al. 2018). Specifically, SOS Cep&RRL
processed candidate Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars with ≥ 20
(hereafter geq20) G-band measurements (or FoV transits) iden-
tified by the supervised classification of the general variability
pipeline (Eyer et al. 2017b) and candidates with ≥ 12 mea-
surements (hereafter geq12) identified by the semi-supervised
classification described in Rimoldini et al. (2018), for a to-
tal of about 640,000 candidate RR Lyrae stars and more than
72,000 candidate Cepheids, after removing overlaps between
geq20 and geq12 samples. A preliminary version of the DR2
astrometry was also used in order to test our classification of
the All-Sky Cepheids (Sect. 3.2). However, due to the tight DR2
data-processing schedule we could not use for processing the
final astrometric solution (Lindegren et al. 2018) nor could we
access the astrophysical parameters (e.g., reddening values, tem-
peratures, Andrae et al. 2018) and radial velocity measurements
(Sartoretti et al. 2018) that are published in DR2.
Main outliers and measurements of insufficient quality are
removed from the G, GBP and GRP time-series by specific oper-
ators of the general variability pipeline (see sect. 4.1 in Holl et
al. 2018). However, we performed an additional cleaning of the
GBP and GRP time-series by setting more stringent limits, specif-
ically tailored for Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars, to the cleaning
operators before the source time-series were entered in the main
trunk of the SOS pipeline that is common to both Cepheids and
RR Lyrae stars (Fig. 1).
The determination of the source main periodicity is the ini-
tial step of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline (see Fig. 1) and the
subsequent classification and characterisation steps significantly
rely on the accuracy and precision of the SOS period which
ultimately depends upon the number of epoch-data available
for the sources. A comparison between periods derived by the
SOS pipeline and the literature periods for a sample of 37,941
RR Lyrae stars in common between Gaia and the OGLE cata-
logues for the LMC, Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) and Galac-
tic bulge, shows that agreement can already be satisfactory if
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Fig. 1. Overview of the SOS Cep&RRL processing that is common to both Cepheid and RR Lyrae stars. Rectangles show different processing
modules of the general trunk, with names highlighted in boldface. Their outputs are indicated within rhombs. The figure is updated from fig. 1 of
Paper 1 to include the processing of the GBP and GRP time-series and the search for a third periodicity for Cepheids. A further addition for DR2 is
the selection of the region of the sky where the sources are located, whether LMC, SMC or All-Sky (see text for details).
at least 20 epochs are available, and that results definitely im-
prove for sources with 30 or more epoch-data. Unless differently
stated all periods along this paper are those derived with the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline (PS OS ).
In the SOS Cep&RRL main trunk the source main periodic-
ity is determined with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm (Lomb 1976,
Scargle 1982, see Section 2.1 in Paper 1, for details) looking for
a periodicity in the range 0.2 ≤ P < 1 day (frequency between
1 and 5) for RR Lyrae stars and 0.2 ≤ P < 333 days (frequency
between 0.003 and 5) for Cepheids1. The light curves are mod-
elled with truncated Fourier series and the pulsation characteris-
tics (period, peak-to-peak amplitude, epoch of maximum light,
intensity-averaged mean magnitude, in each of the three pass-
bands) are determined from the modelled light curves along with
the related errors. The Fourier parameters (φ21, φ31, R21, R31) of
the modelled G-band light curve are also determined. Secondary
periodicities, if any, are identified in the G-band data looking for
one additional period in the case of RR Lyrae stars and up to two
for Cepheids (see Fig. 1).
A significant change with respect to DR1 introduced in the
main trunk of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline to process all-sky
1 The period range for Cepheids was later reduced to 0.2 ≤ P . 160
days during validation in account for the actual time interval spanned
by the DR2 time series data.
sources was the selection, before entering the RR Lyrae (Fig. 2)
and Cepheid (Fig. 3) branches, of the region of the sky where
the sources are located, whether LMC, SMC or All-Sky. The
sky-region corresponding to the LMC is defined as a box with
centre at RA=82.5o, DEC=−68.25o and extending from 67.5o to
97.5o in right ascension and from −73.0o to −63.5o in declina-
tion. The SMC is defined as a box region with centre at RA=16o,
DEC=−73o and extending from 2o to 30.0o in RA and from
−75.0o to −71.0o in DEC. The All-Sky region is defined by what
is left after subtracting the LMC and SMC selections. Differ-
ent reference relations are used to classify the Cepheids and RR
Lyrae stars in these three distinct regions, as detailed in Sects. 3.1
and 3.2. Once the region of the sky has been selected, the source
enters into the RR Lyrae (Fig. 2) or the Cepheid (Fig. 3) branches
according to the following schema. If the source belongs to the
All-Sky region, it is first ingested into the RR Lyrae branch
(Fig. 2) and if it is not classified as an RR Lyrae star, it is then
sent for analysis to the Cepheid branch (Fig. 3) where the star is
processed providing that the parallax value conforms to specific
quality assurance conditions defined in the astrometric process-
ing (see Sect. 3.2 and Lindegren et al. 2018, for details). If this
is not the case the source is rejected. If the source belongs to
the LMC or SMC regions, which branch to enter first is chosen
based on a number of checks on the intensity-averaged mean G
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magnitude2, the period and the amplitude of the G-band varia-
tion.
In the RR Lyrae branch (Fig. 2), the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
can use specific features and diagnostic tools such as: a) the (ap-
parent and/or absolute) colour-magnitude diagram (CMD; G vs
GBP − GRP, G vs G − GBP, G vs G − GRP), b) the parameters
of the G-band light curve Fourier decomposition (R21, φ21 ver-
sus P and R31, φ31 versus P plots), c) the Gaia period-amplitude
(PA) diagram, also known as Bailey diagram (Bailey 1902) in
the G band and d) the amplitude ratios in the different passbands
[specifically, Amp(GBP)/Amp(GRP)] to classify the sources and
infer their pulsation mode(s) and type(s)3. We refer the reader to
sects. 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 in Paper 1, for a general de-
scription of the procedures and provide in following Sections of
the present paper new relations that replace/complement those
used for DR1. We note that of the various tools described above,
tool c) is the one most largely applicable as it only requires
knowledge of the source period and G-band amplitude, but it
is also the least constraining. On the contrary, tools a) and d)
are increasingly less applicable because require availability of
well modelled GBP, GRP light curves from which to derive mean
colours to build the CMDs needed for tool a), and derive reliable
amplitudes to compute amplitude ratios needed for tool d), and
increasingly sampled light curves modelled with at least 2 or 3
harmonics to correctly infer Fourier parameters used by tool b).
This also shapes limitations of the present analysis that will be
discussed in the following sections. Furthermore, for the SOS
processing of RR Lyrae stars we did not use the parallax infor-
mation both because we could access only a preliminary version
of the DR2 parallax values and also because RR Lyrae stars be-
ing at least 3 magnitudes fainter than Cepheids can more likely
have parallaxes with large errors which may even scatter the par-
allaxes to negative values if they are very close to zero, as in the
case of distant systems like the Magellanic Clouds, especially in
this still initial astrometric solution.
In the Cepheid branch (Fig. 3) to classify the sources, iden-
tify their pulsation mode and the multi-mode pulsators we used
both the Fourier parameters and the period-luminosity (PL) and
period-Wesenheit (PW) relations. For the LMC and SMC the
zero points of the PL and PW relations (in the Gaia pass-bands)
were calibrated adopting 18.5 mag and 19.0 mag for the distance
modulus of LMC and SMC, respectively. For the classification
of the Milky Way All-Sky Cepheids we primarily relied on the
Fourier parameter planes and, only as a test, we also looked at
the PW distributions, for which we had to rely on parallaxes (see
Sect. 3.2).
In Figs. 2 and 3 we have indicated in light grey a number of
modules not fully operational during the SOS DR2 processing.
Among them are the one checking the position of the sources
on the CMD and the check of amplitude ratios to reject binaries
contaminating the samples. Although not yet automatically acti-
vated during the pipeline processing both tools were later largely
used during the validation of the sources confirmed as Cepheids
and RR Lyrae stars by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline (see Sect. 4).
The first working step in the RR Lyrae (Fig. 2) and in the
Cepheid (Fig. 3) branches is to verify whether any detected sec-
2 For sake of clarity we recall that the intensity-averaged or intensity
average magnitude is the mean magnitude of a variable star obtained by
transforming to intensity each individual value of the Fourier model best
fitting the light curve, then averaging all those intensities and converting
the mean intensity back into a magnitude.
3 All quantities (mean magnitudes, colours, amplitudes and Fourier pa-
rameters) used in these tools are inferred from the non-linear model of
the light curves computed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline.
ondary periodicity is consistent with the RR Lyrae star being
a double-mode pulsator (RRd; Fig. 2) and the Cepheid being a
multi-mode pulsator (Fig. 3). In the affirmative, it then follows
a non-linear multimode modelling of the light curve taking into
account all excited periodicities. We refer the reader to sects.
2.3.1, 2.4.1 of Paper 1 for a general and more detailed presen-
tation of the algorithms used in the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline to
identify and characterise double/multi mode sources.
The subsequent step in the Cepheid branch (Fig. 3) is the
identification of the Cepheid type, whether DCEP, ACEP, or
T2CEP (see Table B.1 for the meaning of the acronyms), and
pulsation mode (only for DCEP, ACEP) for which the path was
as it is described in Sect. 2.4.2 of Paper 1, with the additional use
of PW relations to distinguish the different types and differentia-
tion of the PL and PW relations according to the location of the
sources on the sky. The reference PL and PW relations used in
DR2 are described in detail in Sect. 3.2. A further minor change
with respect to DR1 was to use a stricter limit in period of 0.234
d< P < 6 d when R21 < 0.214 to identify DCEPs that pulsate in
the first overtone (1O) using the R21 vs P diagram. Regarding the
RR Lyrae branch (Fig. 2), since the SOS Cep&RRL modules for
detection of the Blazhko effect and calculation of the amplitude
ratios (see Sect.2.3.2 in Paper 1) were not activated for DR2, the
next active step is the RR Lyrae mode identification, that follows
the path described in sect. 2.3.3 of Paper 1 with only the fol-
lowing change, a new line to separate RRc and RRab types was
adopted that is described by the equation: Amp(G) = −3.5×P
+2.08.
2.1. Stellar Parameters Derivation
A major addition in the SOS Cep&RRL processing of DR2
sources was the activation of a module for the derivation of stel-
lar parameters for the confirmed Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars.
This occurs in the StellarParametersDerivation module of the
Cepheid and RR Lyrae branches, where stellar intrinsic parame-
ters are derived through a variety of methods appropriate for RR
Lyrae stars or Cepheids. For DR2, we specifically implemented
the estimate of the photometric metal abundance ([Fe/H]) from
the φ31 parameter of the Fourier light curve decomposition of
fundamental-mode (RRab) and first-overtone (RRc) RR Lyrae
stars, and from the R21 and R31 parameters for fundamental-
mode classical Cepheids with period shorter than 6.3 days. For
RRab stars we also activated a tool to estimate the absorption in
the G band, A(G), from the light and colour curves.
2.1.1. Metallicity
Jurcsik & Kovács (1996) were the first to devise a method
for inferring a photometric metal abundance ([Fe/H]) from the
φ31 parameter of the visual light curve Fourier decomposition
of fundamental-mode RR Lyrae stars. The method was later ex-
tended also to RRc stars by Morgan et al. (2007). Nemec et al.
(2013) provide a revision and recalibration of the φ31 - [Fe/H]
relations based on very accurate light curves of RRab and RRc
stars observed by Kepler, along with metallicities derived from
abundance analysis of high resolution spectroscopy.
In the StellarParametersDerivation module of the RR Lyrae
branch, photometric metal abundance of RRab and RRc stars ob-
served by Gaia are derived from the φ31 parameter of the Fourier
G-band light curve decomposition using relations derived by Ne-
mec et al. (2013) for RRc and RRab stars, separately. Specifi-
cally, in Nemec et al. (2013) the values of [Fe/H] are estimated
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the RR Lyrae branch in the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. As in Fig. 1 rectangles show the different processing modules (with
names highlighted in boldface) of this branch. Their outputs are indicated within rhombs. Diamonds indicate filters leading to different processing
options. We have marked in light grey modules not operational for the Gaia DR2 processing. The figure is updated from fig. 2 of Paper 1 to include
modifications implemented to process the DR2 photometry.
using the φ31 parameters calculated by fitting the observed time
series in the Kepler photometric system through a Fourier series
of sine functions for RRab stars and cosine functions for RRc
sources. In order to use eqs. (2) and (4) of Nemec et al. (2013),
which are valid for RRab and RRc stars, respectively, we first
have transformed the φ31 parameters from the Gaia G band into
the Kepler photometric system according to the following steps:
i) the φ31 parameter in the G band was first transformed into
the V band using the relation φ31(V)= φ31(G) −0.104; ii) the φ31
parameter in the Kepler system was then obtained using the fol-
lowing relations: φs31 = φ31(V)+ pi + 0.151 and φ
c
31 = φ31(V)
+ 0.151 (Nemec et al. 2011) for RRab and RRc stars, respec-
tively, where the superscript s stands for sine function while c
indicates the use of the cosine function. The uncertainties of the
estimated [Fe/H] values were derived via Monte Carlo simula-
tions: i) the G-band φ31 parameter was varied using 100 random
shifts extracted from a normal distribution with a standard de-
viation equal to the error on the Fourier parameter itself; ii) the
metallicity was recalculated for each simulated φ31 value and the
standard deviation, σsim, of these 100 values was estimated. The
final uncertainty of the derived [Fe/H] values was obtained as
the sum in quadrature of the σsim error (derived above) and of
a conservative systematic error assumed to be of 0.2 dex on ac-
count for systematics in the various calibrations and passband
transformations4. We also recall that according to Cacciari et al.
(2005) photometric metallicities inferred with this method are
better suited to describe the average metal abundance of a pop-
ulation of RR Lyrae stars rather than individual metallicities. As
a check we have listed in Table 1 the mean photometric metal-
licity derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline for RR Lyrae stars
in a number of Galactic globular clusters and dSphs observed
by Gaia and released in DR2 (see also Figs. 21, 22 and 24 in
Sect. 4.1.2).
The metallicity of fundamental-mode classical Cepheids was
calculated using the relations derived by Klagyivik et al. (2013).
These authors calculate equations to estimate the metallicity
([Fe/H]) for classical Cepheids with period log P < 0.8 (P=
6.3 days) using the Fourier parameters R21 and/or R31. To use
Klagyivik et al. (2013)’s equations we first transformed the G-
band R21 and R31 parameters into the corresponding V-band val-
ues through the equations R21(V) = 0.985 ×R21(G) and R31(V) =
0.982 ×R31(G) + 0.0098 that were obtained by inverting eqs.(9)
and (10) in Paper 1. The errors in metallicity were estimated via
Monte Carlo simulation applied to the R21 and R31 Fourier pa-
rameters and, as for the RR Lyrae stars, adding in quadrature a
systematic error of 0.2 dex.
4 Gratton et al. (2004) and Di Fabrizio et al. (2005) find average
differences between photometric (from the φ31 parameter) and spectro-
scopic metallicities on the order of 0.30 ± 0.07 dex from a sample of
RR Lyrae stars in the LMC.
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CepMultiModeSearch (G band)
Fig. 3. Flow chart of the Cepheid branch in the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline as properly modified from fig. 3 in Paper 1 to process the DR2 photometry.
Layout and colour-coding are the same as in Fig. 2.
The reliability of individual metallicities inferred with the
above methods also significantly depends on the reliability and
accuracy of the G-band Fourier parameters (φ31 for RR Lyrae
stars and R21 and R31 for Cepheids). We thus advise users to
check errors of the Fourier parameters and inspect the light
curves, before blindly trusting the published photometric metal-
licities, which are inferred by automatically processing through
the StellarParametersDerivation module of the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline all sources for which those Fourier parameters are avail-
able.
2.1.2. Absorption in the G band
The absorption in the G band, A(G), of fundamental-mode RR
Lyrae stars was determined from the following empirical relation
derived by Piersimoni et al. (2002):
(V − I)0 = (0.65 ± 0.02) − (0.07 ± 0.01) × [Amp(V)]
+(0.36 ± 0.06) × log(P)
(σ = 0.02) (1)
However, to use this relation, we first had to transform ampli-
tudes and colours from the Johnson to the Gaia passbands. To
this purpose we used the following transformation equation for
the amplitude in the V band (inverting Eq. 3 of Paper 1):
Amp(V) = (1.081 ± 0.003) × Amp(G) + (0.013 ± 0.003)
(σ = 0.012) (2)
Then, we calculated the (V − I) colours from the (G−GRP) ones:
(V − I) = (0.027 ± 0.003) + (1.13 ± 0.02) × (G −GRP)
+(0.55 ± 0.03) × (G −GRP)2
(σ = 0.013) (3)
and the conversion between the G absorption, A(G), and the red-
dening E(V − I) = (V − I) − (V − I)0
A(G) = [(2.3116 ± 0.006) − (0.3097 ± 0.0011) × (V − I)0]
×E(V − I)
(σ = 0.013) (4)
which are both based on Jordi et al. (2010) passband transfor-
mations5.
5 Jordi et al. (2010) transformations are superseded by new transfor-
mations published in Evans et al. (2018). These new transformations
became available when the whole variability processing for DR2 had
already been completed. We are currently updating the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline to the new transformations, in preparation for next Gaia re-
leases.
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In practice, for each ab-type RR Lyrae, the observed ampli-
tude in the G band, Amp(G), and the star period give the ex-
pected intrinsic value of (V − I)0 through Eqs. 1 and 2. The “ob-
served” Johnson (V − I) colour is calculated from the observed
Gaia (G−GRP) colour by means of Eq. 3. Finally, the calculated
(V − I)0 and (V − I) colours are inserted into Eq. 4 to obtain the
source A(G) absorption.
3. Application of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline to Gaia
DR2 dataset: source selections and processing
simplifications
The dataset processed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline to produce
results published in Gaia DR2 consisted of G, GBP and GRP time
series photometry6 of candidate Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars,
observed by Gaia in the 22 months between July 2014 and May
2016. The time series data provided in units of flux by the pho-
tometry pipeline, were converted into magnitudes by the vari-
ability processing prior SOS, using the magnitude zero-points
defined in Evans et al. (2018). For DR2 the minimum number
of data points in the G-band time series of sources to be fed into
the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline was reduced to 12, as this limit was
deemed to be sufficient for a reliable estimate of the period and
other (pulsation) characteristics of confirmed Cepheids and RR
Lyrae stars, based upon experience of the DR1 analysis and re-
sults (see Paper 1).
Sources with more than 12 epoch-data in the G band, pre-
classified as candidate Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars by the clas-
sifiers of the general variability pipeline following the two sepa-
rate paths described in Sect. 2 (Eyer et al. 2017b, Rimoldini et al.
2018) were ingested into the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline (see fig.
2 in Holl et al. 2018) for a total of 639,828 univocally defined
candidate RR Lyrae stars and 72,717 candidate Cepheids. These
rather large numbers of candidates included even small proba-
bility levels and also candidates flagged as class outliers in order
to maintain a high level of completeness and not lose potentially
valid candidates. However, as done also in DR1 (see discussion
in section 3.1 and fig. 15 of Paper 1), we dropped sources with
Amp(G) ≤ 0.1 mag. Further cuts were applied during validation
to conform to quality assurance limits set by Gaia photomet-
ric and astrometric processing teams. That is we dropped can-
didate RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids with excess flux above the
limit recommended in the photometry processing (Evans et al.
2018) and we also rejected All-Sky candidate Cepheids with
excess noise above the limits recommended in the astrometry
processing (Lindegren et al. 2018).
In order to facilitate an early release, the very tight schedule
of the DR2 data-processing did not allow a full iteration between
the pipelines processing the different Gaia data. In particular,
since the photometry and variability pipelines run in parallel, the
SOS Cep&RRL pipeline could be tested only on a preliminary
version of the multiband, time-series photometry of the candi-
date Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars and it was not possible to
update the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and compute its diagnos-
tic relations (see, e.g., Sects. 2.1.2 and 3.2) using directly the
Gaia G, GBP and GRP photometry of the sources.
In addition, the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline could access for test
only a preliminary version of the astrometric solution that differs
6 Each point in the G-band time series is the mean of the nine measure-
ments taken in the Astrometric Field (AF) CCDs and collected during
one observation of a source by Gaia, while each GBP, GRP measurement
is integrated over the low-resolution spectra collected in the Blue and
Red Photometer (BP and RP) CCDs.
from the final astrometry released in DR2. Due to the limited
time available, the preiminary nature of the parallaxes (and re-
lated errors) available for the SOS Cep&RRL initial processing
and because the vast majority of RR Lyrae stars released with
Gaia DR2 are typically in the Galactic halo and the Magellanic
Clouds7, where reddening is a minor issue, we did not implement
the use of the PW relations to process the RR Lyrae candidates.
For similar reasons and because the Magellanic Cloud Cepheids
have small true parallaxes, close to zero and with still rather large
uncertainties in DR2, we did not use them and for the classifica-
tion of the SMC and LMC Cepheids we preferred to use the PL
and PW relations in apparent magnitude taken from the OGLE
studies, transformed to the Gaia G, GRP passbands and with zero
points set by adopting literature values for the LMC and SMC
distance moduli.
We also did not have access to any astrophysical parameters
(reddening values in particular) or to radial velocity measure-
ments of the candidates.
In summary, for the processing of the DR2 sources we used
the same pipeline as for DR1 (see Paper 1), whose relations were
obtained by transforming to the Gaia passbands, via Jordi et al.
(2010) passband transformations, quantities and relations origi-
nally defined in the Johnson-Cousins passbands, according to the
procedures extensively described in sect. 2.2., Eqs. (2) to (19),
sect. 2.4.2, Eqs. (20) to (24) and Appendix A of Paper 1.
7 The Galactic bulge region, where reddening is very high, is only par-
tially covered by the Gaia DR2 observations and still with a limited
number of epochs.
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Fig. 4. Upper panel: G-band PA diagram of the 140,784 RR Lyrae
stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline that are released
in DR2 (blue: first-overtone –RRc, green: double-mode –RRd, red:
fundamental-mode –RRab pulsators). Lower panel: PA diagram of RR
Lyrae candidates that were rejected from the SOS pipeline, 499,044
sources in total (see text for details).
3.1. SOS Cep&RRL processing of all-sky RR Lyrae stars
released in DR2
Although partially reduced by cutting in Amp(G), excess flux
and excess noise, the number of sources to process through the
SOS Cep&RRL pipeline still consisted of several hundreds of
thousands. This along with the very tight schedule of Gaia DR2,
made it mandatory to run the SOS pipeline in fully automatic
way limiting quality controls and verification of derived products
to a detailed analysis of only small, randomly selected, samples
of specific subtypes, whose folded light curves were visually in-
spected during the validation of the results (see Sect. 4). The fol-
lowing diagnostic tools were specifically used and their results
combined to extract from the candidates the bona fide RR Lyrae
stars that are published in DR2: the PA, φ21 vs P, R2121 vs P,
φ31 vs P and R31 vs P diagrams. All those tools rely on param-
eters derived only from the G-band light curves, where the time
series data were folded according to period and epoch of maxi-
mum light determined by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and mod-
elled by the non-linear fitting algorithm of module NonLinear-
FourierAnalysis (see Fig. 1). Tools and diagnostics of the SOS
pipeline were run in fully automatic way, producing validations
plots from which the bona fide RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids
were selected. The validation plots of the PA and φ21 vs P dia-
grams are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The PA tool is the most appli-
cable, but it is also the less constraining and most contaminated
one (see lower panel of Fig. 4), as it requires knowledge of only
the source period (P) and amplitude in the G band [Amp(G)].
Those quantities were available for all sources as result of the
SOS Cep&RRL processing. The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the
G-band PA diagram of the 140,784 RR Lyrae stars confirmed by
the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline that are released in DR2. The lower
panel of the figure shows RR Lyrae candidates that were rejected
Fig. 5. Upper panel: G-band φ21 vs period diagram for the RR Lyrae
stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline (140,784 objects).
Colour-coding is same as in Fig. 4. Lower panel: G-band φ21 vs pe-
riod diagram of RR Lyrae candidates that were rejected from the SOS
pipeline, 499,044 sources in total. The significant peak around P=0.25
d (also seen in the lower panel of Fig. 4) is an alias due to the rotation
period of Gaia around its axis.
from the SOS pipeline, 499,044 sources in total. The plot shows
the high contamination of the RR Lyrae candidate sample that in
large part is due to binaries and other type of variable sources.
However, we note that a significant fraction of the sources in the
lower PA diagram may be bona fide RR Lyrae stars not con-
firmed by the SOS pipeline for a number of different reasons,
among them the lack of a good period determination. Indeed,
during the validation process (Sect. 4), the cross-match with RR
Lyrae catalogues in the literature revealed that about 27,000 –
30,000 sources in the lower panel of Fig. 4 are known RR Lyrae
stars that the SOS pipeline rejected due to a wrong period de-
termination. We note that, although not present in the variability
tables, mean G, GBP, GRP magnitudes are released in DR2 for all
those rejected candidate RR Lyrae stars.
Only for ∼ 220,000 of the candidate RR Lyrae it was possi-
ble to model the light curve with at least two harmonics, hence
measure the φ21 , R21 Fourier parameters, and construct the φ21
vs P diagram shown in Fig. 58. The light curves of all remaining
candidates, having a sinusoidal shape, were modelled with only
one harmonic and were classified only by means of the PA dia-
gram. The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows the φ21 vs P diagram for
the RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
processing and validation (140,784 objects) whereas the lower
panel shows RR Lyrae candidates that were rejected, 499,044
sources in total. The sharp diagonal cut in the figure is due to the
limits set in the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline to separate RR Lyrae
stars from Cepheids in the φ21 vs P plane (see Fig. 21 in Paper 1,
for details). The significant peak around P=0.25 d is an alias due
to the rotation period of Gaia around its axis. The two stripes
8 In DR2 we did not publish the number of harmonics used to model
the light curves, this parameter will be added for DR3.
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running parallel to the abscissa axis, are populated by binaries
(that at φ21 ∼6.28 rad) and mainly by other types of variables
sources (the one at φ21 ∼3.14 rad) whose removal caused a quite
sharp cut to appear in the RRab star distribution in the upper
panel of the figure.
Finally, about half of the sources shown in the upper panels
of Figs. 4 and 5 were modelled with 3 or more harmonics, hence,
for those sources we could also measure the metal abundance
from the φ31 Fourier parameter (see Sect. 4.1).
In summary, after running the SOS Cep&RRL on the
639,828 RR Lyrae candidates and final validation of the re-
sults, 140,784 were confirmed as bona fide RR Lyrae stars, and
499,044 were rejected. P and amplitude in the G band [Amp(G)]
are available for all 140,784 confirmed RR Lyrae stars, the φ21,
R21 Fourier parameters are available for 121,234 of them and,
the φ31, R31 only for 67,681. This also bears upon quality and
reliability of the SOS Cep&RRL classifications in type, subtype
and pulsation mode(s). A complete discussion of the validation
process and final results for the RR Lyrae stars is provided in
Sects. 4 and 4.1.
3.2. SOS Cep&RRL processing of all-sky Cepheids released
in DR2
As anticipated at the end of Sect. 3, due to the schedule con-
straints of the DR2 processing it was not possible to update the
diagnostic relations of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline using di-
rectly the Gaia light curves and, for the processing of the DR2
sources, we used the same version of the pipeline and relations
as defined for DR1 (see Paper 1). In particular, for the analy-
sis of the DR2 candidate Cepheids and the classification of the
confirmed ones into different types (DCEP, ACEP, and T2CEP
subtypes) and pulsation modes, the SOS Cep& RRL pipeline re-
lied on: i) the Fourier parameters φ21 and R21 of the G-band light
curve decomposition and the source position on the φ21 vs P,
R21 vs P planes as defined in sect. 4 and Figs. 21, 22 of Paper 1,
and ii) the source position with respect to the G-band PL and the
PW(G,GRP) relations, using different values for the slope and
zero point depending on the region of the sky where the sources
were located.
Specifically, for the processing of candidate Cepheids within
the LMC region (Sect. 2) we used the G-band PL relations de-
scribed by eqs. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 in Paper 1 (see sect. 2.4.2.
in that paper) and the (G, GRP) PW relations defined by eqs. (6),
(7), (8), (9) and (10) in the present paper. These relations were
obtained by transforming to the Gaia passbands, according to
Jordi et al. (2010), the relations derived from LMC Cepheids
whose light curves in the Johnson-Cousins passbands and pul-
sation characteristics have been published by the OGLE team,
adopting an absolute de-reddened distance modulus for the LMC
of DMLMC = 18.49 mag from Pietrzynski et al. (2013) and the
definition of the Wesenheit function in the Gaia G, GRP pass-
bands provided by Eq, (5), which was derived for the present
study assuming for the ratio of total-to-selective absorption the
value Rλ=3.1.
W(G,GRP) = G − 0.08193 − 2.98056 × (G −GRP)
− 0.21906 × (G −GRP)2
− 0.6378 × (G −GRP)3 (5)
DCEPF : W(G,GRP) = 15.861 − DMLMC − 3.317 × log P
σ = 0.069 mag (6)
DCEP1O : W(G,GRP) = 15.365 − DMLMC − 3.456 × log P
σ = 0.067 mag (7)
T2CEP : W(G,GRP) = 17.321 − DMLMC − 2.527 × log P
σ = 0.088 mag (8)
ACEPF : W(G,GRP) = 16.567 − DMLMC − 3.19 × log P
σ = 0.15 mag (9)
ACEP1O : W(G,GRP) = 15.995 − DMLMC − 3.26 × log P
σ = 0.14 mag (10)
Similarly, for candidate DCEPs within the SMC region (Sect. 2)
we used the G-band PL and the PW(G,GRP) relations described
by the following set of equations:
DCEPF : MG = 17.984 − DMSMC − 2.898 × log P
σ = 0.266 mag (11)
DCEP1O : MG = 17.368 − DMSMC − 3.155 × log P
σ = 0.271 mag (12)
that were derived transforming to the Gaia passbands the rela-
tions of Soszyn´ski et al. (2015b) and adopting an absolute de-
reddened distance modulus of DMS MC = 19.00 mag obtained
by simply adding +0.51 mag the LMC distance modulus of
Pietrzynski et al. (2013).
T2CEP : MG = 19.31 − DMSMC − 1.96 × log P
σ = 0.188 mag (13)
that was derived from Soszyn´ski et al. (2015b).
ACEPF : MG = 18.33 − DMSMC − 2.63 × log P
σ = 0.22 mag (14)
ACEP1O : MG = 17.81 − DMSMC − 3.78 × log P
σ = 0.20 mag (15)
that were defined adopting the ACEP F and ACEP FO slopes
of the I-band PL relations from Soszyn´ski et al. (2015a) and a
(V − I) average colour for the ACEPs of 0.8 mag.
DCEPF : W(G,GRP) = 16.493 − DMSMC − 3.46 × log P
σ = 0.155 mag (16)
DCEP1O : W(G,GRP) = 15.961 − DMSMC − 3.548 × log P
σ = 0.169 mag
(17)
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T2CEP : W(G,GRP) = 17.64 − DMSMC − 2.32 × log P
σ = 0.23 mag (18)
ACEPF : W(G,GRP) = 17.01 − DMSMC − 2.85 × log P
σ = 0.15 mag (19)
ACEP1O : W(G,GRP) = 16.64 − DMSMC − 3.69 × log P
σ = 0.14 mag (20)
that were derived from Soszyn´ski et al. (2015b) for DCEPs and
Soszyn´ski et al. (2015a) for ACEPs and T2CEPs.
Candidate Cepheids located in the LMC and SMC regions
that fall within 4σ of any of the above PL, PW relations were
assigned the Cepheid type and pulsation mode of the closest
PL or PW relation. The classification was then refined using
the Fourier decomposition parameters R21 and φ21. Conversely,
candidate Cepheids falling beyond 4 σ were rejected as mis-
classified sources. Such large intervals were adopted in order to
achieve a higher completeness introducing though a larger con-
tamination that we have tried to mitigate during the validation
process (see Sect. 4). As in Paper 1 the T2CEPs were further sub-
classified into: the BL Her, W Vir, and the RV Tau type classes,
depending on the pulsation period. Following Soszyn´ski et al.
(2008) in the T2CEPSubclassification module T2CEPs with pe-
riods in the range 1≤ P < 4 d were classified as BL Her, the
T2CEPs with periods in the range 4≤ P < 20 d as W Vir, and
those with periods equal to or longer than 20 days as RV Tau.
Similarly, ACEPs are known to pulsate in the F and 1O
modes. The ACEPModeIdentification module assigns the pulsa-
tion mode to an ACEP by combining results from the classifi-
cation in types based on the PL relations (CepTypeIdentification
module) and the source period, as 1O ACEPs have periods in the
range 0.35 < P ≤ 1.20 d, whereas F ACEPs have periods in the
range 1.20 < P≤ 2.5 d. These limits were inferred from the PL
relations of ACEPs based on OGLE-III data.
The selection of bona fide Cepheids from the All-Sky candi-
date sample (Sect. 2), was made based on the star position in the
φ21 vs P and R21 vs P Fourier parameter planes and retaining
only candidates located in the regions populated by Cepheids
known in the literature, as defined in sect. 4 and Figs. 21, 22
of Paper 1. As a test we then compared the All-Sky Cepheids
selected from the Fourier parameter planes with the PW(G,GRP)
relations in Eqs. (21) - (23), which for DCEPs were derived from
the TGAS DR1 sample using the Astrometry-Based Luminosity
(ABL, Arenou & Luri 1999; see e.g. Gaia Collaboration et al.
2017, and references therein), whereas for T2CEPs we used
the Soszyn´ski et al. (2015a) relation, transformed to the Gaia
passbands and with an LMC distance modulus of 18.49 mag
subtracted.
DCEPF : W(G,GRP) = −3.21− 2.93× log P σ = 0.37 mag (21)
DCEP1O : W(G,GRP) = −4.31−2.98× log P σ = 0.69 mag (22)
T2CEP : W(G,GRP) = −1.15− 2.53× log P σ = 0.11 mag (23)
We considered only the PW(G,GRP) relation, because it is
reddening free and no information on the reddening of the All-
Sky Cepheids, which are highly reddened since reside mainly in
the Galactic disc, was available at the time of the processing9.
For the comparison with the PW relations we used the par-
allaxes working directly in parallax space with the ABL. The
deviation (∆) from the reference PW relations was computed ac-
cording to the equation:
∆ =
∣∣∣∣ABL − 100.2(a log P+b)∣∣∣∣ (24)
Where ABL is defined as:
ABL = $100.2W(G,GRP)−2.0 (25)
and $ is the star parallax.
The slope of the PW relation for the All-Sky fundamental-
mode DCEPs [Eq. (21)] appears to be shallower than the
corresponding OGLE slopes for the LMC and SMC samples
and, more importantly, the scatter in the PW relations for the
All-Sky DCEPs [Eqs. (21) and (22)] is much larger than the
LMC values, going from ± 0.069 mag for fundamental-mode
and 0.067 mag for first-overtone DCEPs in the LMC, to ± 0.37
and 0.69 mag for the corresponding All-Sky samples. This is
due to the large uncertainty of the DR1 TGAS parallaxes used
to derive the DCEP reference PW relations in Eqs. (21) and (22)
and, likely, also to the adoption of Rλ=3.1 in the definition of
the PW functions.
In total the SOS pipeline analysed 72,455 candidate
Cepheids provided by the classifiers. A total of 62,880 objects
were rejected. Among the remaining 9,575 objects, 3,767, 3,692
and 2,116 are distributed in the LMC, SMC and All-Sky regions,
respectively. The vast majority of the Cepheids of all types in the
Magellanic Clouds were already known from the OGLE survey,
with the exception of 118 new objects. As for the All-Sky sam-
ple, 998 objects are classified as Cepheids of any type in the
literature, 419 have an uncertain or other than Cepheid classi-
fication, and for the remaining 699 targets no cross-match with
known sources was found (Ripepi et al. 2018).
Sources classified as Cepheids of any type by the SOS
pipeline are displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 for the PL and PW rela-
tions, respectively. In both figures, upper, middle and lower pan-
els display LMC, SMC and All-Sky sources, respectively. Note
that only objects with positive parallaxes could be shown in the
All-Sky panels of these figures. An intriguing feature of Figs. 6
and 7 is the presence of a sequence of stars running almost
parallel to the abscissa axis with absolute G magnitudes fainter
than 2 mag. This sequence can also be clearly seen in Figure 8,
that shows the PL and PW relations for the 998 All-Sky sources
that have a classification as Cepheids in the literature. We have
drawn dashed lines in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 to better highlight the
regions populated by those faint sources. The true nature of the
sources populating these faint sequences is unclear. If they are
bona fide Cepheids their Gaia DR2 parallax must be incorrect.
Conversely, if their parallax is correctly measured they cannot
9 The Wesenheit function W (Madore 1982) is reddening-free by con-
struction, however, its depends on the assumed value of the ratio of
total-to-selective absorption Rλ. In the present study we adopt Rλ=3.1,
which perhaps is too low for classical Cepheids in dusty regions of the
Galactic disc, where a larger value might be more appropriate. For DR3
we foresee the adoption of a varying Rλ value depending on the source
location on the sky.
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be Cepheids and the SOS Cep&RRL classification is in error as
also must be some of the literature classifications. Indeed, we
believe that the All-Sky Cepheid sample may be significantly
contaminated by spurious sources and that a large fraction of the
sources below the dashed lines in the lower panels of Figs. 6 and
7 and in Fig. 8 might be misclassifications. In the Fourier param-
eters vs period planes (Figs. 37 and 38) these spurious sources
share the same loci, hence are indistinguishable from bona fide
Cepheids, that is why they were retained in spite of them being
more than 4 sigma away from the PW relations in Eqs. (21)-(23),
but they are in fact a different type of variables much fainter than
Cepheids. This is indeed the case of the star with Gaia sourceid
2077108036182676224. The SOS Cep&RRL pipeline classifies
this source as a multi-mode classical Cepheid with fundamental-
mode period P=1.045d. However, the parallax places the star
on the lower sequences in Figs. 6 and 7. The source was ob-
served also by Kepler, (Kepler sourceid: KIC 6619830) and has
a full Kepler light curve showing a hump in the phase interval
0.7-0.9 that indicates it is a spotted rotating star, which is con-
sistent with its absolute magnitude (Tim Bedding and Dan Hey,
private communication). The phase coverage of the Gaia light
curve is poor and the hump at phase 0.7-0.9 is not sampled, so
it could easily be mistaken for a Cepheid. Perhaps some of the
sources on the lower sequence of Figs. 6 and 7 are rotators
with a few observations and poor coverage of the light curve that
were misclassified by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. The large
scatter in Figs. 6, 7 could also be due in part to the DR2 par-
allax for some of the bona fide Cepheids being in error due to
an incorrect determination of the star mean G magnitude and
because the colour variation during the pulsation cycle was not
taken into account in the derivation of the DR2 astrometric solu-
tion (see also https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dr2-known-
issues and the technical note: GAIA-C3-TN-LU-LL-124-01).
An additional source of scatter in the PL distribution in Fig. 6
is that the reddening affecting the sources was not known, there-
fore we could not apply any correction for reddening. All these
effects may have combined to inflate the dispersions observed
In the PL and PW distributions of the All-Sky MW samples in
Figs. 6 and 7, as it is suggested by the large scatter seen also for
the known Cepheids in Fig. 8.
We refer to Ripepi et al. (2018), where these issues are dis-
cussed more in detail and a catalogue of bona fide DR2 new All-
Sky Cepheids is presented after clearing the sample from other
types of variable sources and misclassifications.
4. Validations and Results
The SOS Cep&RRL pipeline produced lists of confirmed
Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars. However, as discussed in the pre-
vious sections not all sources are correctly classified by the SOS
processing. An additional significant source of contamination,
for RR Lyrae stars in particular, is due to contact binary sys-
tems, because contact binaries and RRc stars populate the same
regions of the PA and φ21 vs P diagrams in Figs. 4 and 5 (specif-
ically, the region around φ21 ∼ 6.28 rad). The AmplitudeRatios
module in the RR Lyrae branch of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
is designed to clear the RR Lyrae sample from contact binaries
mimicking RRc-like light curves, based on the principle that am-
plitude ratios in different photometric bands are close to unity
for binaries. This module was not activated during the DR2 pro-
cessing, nevertheless during validation we computed the GBP,
GRP peak-to-peak amplitude ratio and removed as binaries the
sources with Amp(GBP)/Amp(GRP)=1±0.2. Visual inspection of
random samples of the removed sources confirmed that they are
indeed binaries.
In order to gauge the contamination of the SOS Cep&RRL
results by other types of variables we also cross-matched them
against catalogues of variables available in the literature. Main
references were the OGLE catalogues of variable stars in the
Magellanic Clouds and Galactic bulge, that we complemented
with entries from the ASAS, LINEAR, and CTRS catalogues
of variables in the Milky Way halo and with further Galactic
Cepheids taken from SIMBAD and VSX.
The final step of the validation process, was a cleaning pro-
cedure exploiting a training set of sources with well established
classification in the literature. We specifically considered the
fiducial regions occupied by the training sources in the planes
of parameters used by the SOS code for classification, that is
the Amp(G), R21, φ21 and the φ31 vs period planes. We expect
sources correctly classified to populate the same regions as the
training sources. To achieve a quantitative mathematical defi-
nition of these ‘fiducial’ regions, we subdivided each parame-
ter plane using a rectangular grid, assigning an occupation fre-
quency value to every rectangular bin. The frequency of oc-
cupation of each bin was defined as fi = ni/MAX(ni)(i=1,nbins),
where ni is the number of sources that are present in the i-th
bin. A smoothing algorithm, given by the matrixSmooth routine
(R Core Team 2018), was applied to the resulting frequency
matrix to avoid sharp edges for the ‘fiducial’ regions. The occu-
pation frequency matrices were also calculated for the complete
SOS output sample, using the same rectangular grids, but with-
out the smoothing step. In order to select only sources in the
defined ‘good’ regions, we multiplied the occupation matrix of
the complete sample by that of the training set, performing this
operation for all four parameter planes described above. Finally,
we retained only the sources located in the bins with combined
occupation frequency value larger than 0 in all parameter planes.
The final result of the cleaning procedures described above
is a validated sample comprising 140,784 RR Lyrae stars and
9,575 Cepheids, that form the final sample of SOS Cep&RRL
confirmed sources released in Gaia DR2.
4.1. Results for RR Lyrae stars
Fig. 9 shows the PA diagrams in the G (mid panel), GBP (up-
per panel) and GRP (lower panel) bands of the RR Lyrae stars
confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and released in DR2.
The two panels of Fig. 10 show the G-band φ21 vs period (up-
per panel) and R21 vs period (lower panel) diagrams of the sub-
sample of 121,234 RR Lyrae stars whose light curves could be
modelled with at least two harmonics. Finally, the two panels of
Fig. 11 show the G-band φ31 vs period (upper panel) and R31 vs
period (lower panel) diagrams for 67,681 RR Lyrae stars whose
light curves were modelled with at least three harmonics. The
sample of confirmed RR Lyrae stars released in Gaia DR2 in-
cludes variables in the MW (disc, bulge and halo), in the two
Magellanic Clouds, in 5 dSph galaxies, 7 ultra-faint dwarfs and
in 87 globular clusters (GCs). We present some tests performed
on the RR Lyrae stars in GCs and one of the dSphs (Sculptor) in
Sect. 4.1.2. Examples of light curves for RR Lyrae stars in these
various systems are presented in Figs. 12, 13 and 14. In all plots
the light curves are folded according to the period and epochs
of maximum light in the G, GBP and GRP bands determined by
the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. The GBP light curve of the LMC
RR Lyrae star in the top-right panel of Fig. 13 is brighter and
has a lower amplitude than the G-band light curve, likely be-
cause the star is blended with a companion source that affects
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Fig. 6. Upper and middle panels: G-band PL distribution in apparent magnitude not corrected for reddening of DCEPs, ACEPs, and T2CEPs in
the LMC and SMC, respectively. Lower panel: PL distribution in absolute G magnitude (MG) not corrected for extinction of All-Sky Cepheids of
the different types. Orange filled circles: DCEPs F; cyan filled circles: DECPs 1O; blank filled circles: multimode DCEPs; magenta four-starred
symbols: ACEPs F; dark green four-starred symbols: ACEPS 1O; green open triangles: BL Her; violet open triangles: W Vir; magenta open
triangles: RV Tau. The much larger scatter of the All-Sky Cepheid PL distribution is clearly seen: the Y-axis in the lower panel of the figure spans
a magnitude range of 20.0 mag, to compare with the 11.5 mag range of the two upper panels. Several All-Sky sources lie below the dashed line
in the lower panel of the figure. They are a mixing of misclassifications (spurious sources), sources with very high reddening and Cepheids with a
wrong parallax value due to the still simplified astrometric processing applied for DR2, among which, in particular, the lack of a proper treatment
of binary/multiple sources (see Sect. 3.2 and Ripepi et al. 2018, for more details).
its GBP photometry but not the other bands. This may happen
in crowded fields such as the internal regions of the Magellanic
Clouds, where this specific RR Lyrae star is located, or the core
of a globular cluster, because of the longer extraction windows of
the GBP, GRP spectrophotometric data compared to the G-band
(see Evans et al. 2018).
Figure 15 shows the CMDs defined by all the confirmed
RR Lyrae stars for which GBP and GRP photometry is available
(83,097 sources in total). The figure updates and improves fig. 3
in Eyer et al. (2017a). A different colour-coding has been used
for RRab (red), RRc (blue) and double-mode (green) pulsators.
As expected RRc and RRd pulsators are slightly bluer that RRab
stars. The large concentrations of sources at G ∼ 19 and 19.7
mag are the LMC and SMC variables, respectively, whereas the
overdensities fainter than G ∼ 20 mag are due to RR Lyrae stars
in the Draco and Sculptor dSphs. The arm extending towards
redder colours is produced by reddened variables in the MW
disc and bulge. The figure confirms that sources with extreme,
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Fig. 7. Upper and middle panels: PW(G,GRP) distribution in apparent magnitude of DCEPs, ACEPs, and T2CEPs in the LMC and SMC, respec-
tively. Lower panel: Period - Absolute[W(G,GRP)] distribution of All-Sky Cepheids of the different types. Symbols and colour-coding are the
same as in Fig. 6. The much larger scatter of the All-Sky Cepheid PW distribution is clearly seen: the Y-axis in the lower panel of the figure spans
a magnitude range of 18.0 mag, to compare with the 11.5 mag range of the two upper panels. Several All-Sky sources lie below the dashed line
in the lower panel of the figure. They are a mixing of misclassifications (spurious sources) and Cepheids with a wrong parallax value due to the
still simplified astrometric processing applied for DR2, among which in particular the lack of a proper treatment of binary/multiple sources (see
Sect. 3.2 and Ripepi et al. 2018, for more details).
unphysical red colours were efficiently removed by cutting in
excess flux. CMDs in the Gaia passbands showing such a large
number of All-Sky RR Lyrae stars with different pulsation type
and intensity-averaged mean magnitudes and colours computed
over the full pulsation cycle have never been published before.
Figure 16 shows instead the CMDs defined by the confirmed RR
Lyrae stars in GCs (red) and dSphs (blue) for which GBP and GRP
photometry is available (1167 sources in total). Each concentra-
tion of red points in this figure corresponds to a different GC.
Although not used for the DR2 processing, CMDs like those in
Figs. 15 and 16 will be the first tool used by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline (see Fig. 2) for the classification of RRLs during the
processing for the next Gaia release (DR3) which is currently
foreseen for the first half of 2021.
Individual photometric metallicities ([Fe/H]) were derived
from the φ31 parameter of the light curve Fourier decomposition
for 64,957 of the confirmed RR Lyrae stars. The corresponding
metallicity distributions are shown in Fig. 17 where the variables
have been divided according to the three separate regions (LMC,
SMC, All-Sky) defined in Sect. 2. The three distributions pick at
mean values of [Fe/H]∼ −1.15±0.6, ∼ −1.3±0.7 and∼ −1.6±0.7
dex, for MW, LMC and SMC RR Lyrae stars, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Upper panel: G-band PL distribution in absolute G magnitude not corrected for extinction of All-Sky DCEPs and T2CEPs known in the
literature. Lower panel: Period - Absolute[W(G,GRP)] distribution of All-Sky DCEPs and T2CEPs known in the literature. Symbols and colour-
coding are the same as in Fig. 6. The dashed lines in each panel indicate the regions below which the sources may be misclassifications (spurious
sources) or may be bona-fide Cepheids with a wrong parallax value due to the still simplified astrometric processing applied for DR2, among
which in particular the lack of a proper treatment of binary/multiple sources (see Sect. 3.2 and Ripepi et al. 2018, for more details).
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Fig. 9. PA diagrams in the G (mid panel), GBP (upper panel) and GRP
(lower panel) bands of the RR Lyrae stars (140,784 in the G-band panel)
confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline that are released in DR2.
Sources are colour-coded as in Fig. 4.
Fig. 10. G-band φ21 vs period (upper panel) and R21 vs period
(lower panel) diagrams for the RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline. Colour-coding is the same as in Fig. 4.
Fig. 11. Same as in Fig. 10, for the G-band φ31 vs period (upper panel)
and R31 vs period (lower panel) diagrams.
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Fig. 12. G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of All-Sky RR Lyrae stars of different pulsation mode released in Gaia DR2. The multi-
band time series data are folded according to the period and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Error bars are
comparable to or smaller than symbol size. New discoveries by Gaia are flagged.
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Fig. 13. G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of RR Lyrae stars of different pulsation mode in the LMC and SMC, released in Gaia
DR2. The multi-band time series data are folded according to the period and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline.
Notwithstanding the larger errors than in the G band, the colour light curves are well defined. The GBP light curve of the RR Lyrae star in the top-
right panel is brighter and has a lower amplitude than the G-band curve likely because the star is blended with a companion which contaminates
the GBP photometry (see Sect. 4.1 for details).
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Fig. 14. G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of RR Lyrae stars of different pulsation mode in the Galactic globular clusters M3 and
M62 and in the Sculptor dSph galaxy (G band only), released in DR2. Gaia DR2 1454784656715455360 is located within the M3 half-light
radius (rh=2.31 arcmin, Harris 1996), star # 6029368479902370048 is within twice the rh of M62 (rh=0.92 arcmin, Harris 1996). Gaia DR2
5027166723552830464 in Sculptor is a new discovery by Gaia. Only the G-band light curves are shown for Sculptor, because of the low S/N of
the GBP and GRP time-series data at the faint magnitudes of the RR Lyrae stars in this dSph galaxy. The multi-band time series data are folded
according to the period and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Error bars are comparable to or smaller than symbol
size.
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4.1.1. Results for double-mode RR Lyrae stars published in
DR2
The SOS Cep&RRL pipeline detected a secondary periodic-
ity and classified as double-mode pulsators 2,378 among the
140,784 confirmed RR Lyrae stars. According to the comparison
with the literature, this rather large number of RRd stars com-
prises 558 RRd pulsators already known in the literature (Gaia
light curve for one of them is shown in the bottom left panel of
Fig. 13), 1,067 cross-matches with known RR Lyrae stars clas-
sified as single-mode pulsators in the literature, either of RRab
or RRc types, and the remaining 753 sources without a counter-
part in the literature. We specifically note that SOS Cep&RRL
classification as RRd pulsators relies only on the detection of
two periodicities in the proper period ratio in the time series data
(see 2.3.1 of Paper 1), but presently does not take into account
whether the source exhibits extra-scatter/noise in the light curve
folded according to the primary, dominant periodicity, as it is
commonly observed among RRd stars. Hence, while those 2,378
sources all are found by the SOS Cep&RRL to have two period-
icities in the proper ratio excited, a clear confirmation of their
actual nature as double-mode pulsators will require further anal-
ysis and additional data. A refinement of the SOS Cep&RRL
algorithm for the detection of double-mode pulsators is foreseen
for Gaia DR3.
4.1.2. RR Lyrae stars in globular clusters and dwarf
spheroidal galaxies
Among the 140,784 SOS-confirmed RR Lyrae stars released in
Gaia DR2, 1,986 reside in GCs and dwarf spheroidal galaxies
(classical and ultra-faint) within reach of Gaia limiting mag-
nitude (G . 20.7 mag). Specifically, 1569 are distributed over
87 GCs and 417 over 12 dSphs, with the largest numbers being
in M3 (159), NGC 3201 (83), Sculptor (176) and Draco (176).
Fig. 16 shows the CMDs defined by RR Lyrae stars in these
systems. Examples of light curves in the Galactic GCs M3 and
M62 and in the Sculptor dSph are shown in Fig. 14. We specif-
ically tested the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline on the RR Lyrae stars
in GCs, in order to establish its performance in crowded fields
and verify the reliability of the derived pulsation characteristics
(e.g. periods, amplitudes) and stellar parameters (metallicity and
G-band absorption) on systems, like the GCs, for which metal-
licity and reddening are generally well known in the literature. In
M3, a relatively low central concentration cluster (c=1.89, Har-
ris 1996) Gaia recovered 159 of the 222 known RR Lyrae stars.
They are plotted as large black filled circles in the map in Fig. 18,
where different colours are used for stars at different distance
from the cluster centre. Gaia was capable to identify RR Lyrae
stars even within the core radius of M3 (rc = 0.37 arcmin). Cen-
tre and right panels of Fig. 18 show the Gaia CMD of M3 using
the same colour-coding as in the left panel. The RR Lyrae stars
brighter than the cluster horizontal branch (HB) level in the right
panel of Fig. 18 are located closer to the cluster centre where
their GBP photometry is more likely to be contaminated by com-
panions (a similar effect was seen in the light curve shown in the
upper-right panel of Fig. 13 and discussed in Sect. 4.1). The ef-
fect of contamination by companions in the M3 central regions
is better seen in the two panels of Fig. 19 which show an enlarge-
ment of the HB region in the Gaia CMD of the cluster. Although
the Gaia photometry might suffer by blending in crowded re-
gions like the centre of a globular cluster, the periods measured
by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and the literature periods for the
159 RR Lyrae stars observed in M3 by Gaia are in excellent
agreement, as shown by Fig. 20. The three deviating objects in
the figure are variable stars known to be affected by Blazhko ef-
fect (Blazhko 1907), a modulation of shape and amplitude of
the light variation that may occur on time span ranging from a
few tens to hundreds of day. Finally, metal abundance were mea-
sured from the φ31 Fourier parameter for 111 RR Lyrae stars in
the cluster. The corresponding metallicity distribution is shown
in Fig. 21.
The same comparison was also done for M62, a suspected
core-collapsed globular cluster with c=1.71, rc = 0.22 arcmin
and half-light radius rh=0.92 arcmin (Harris 1996). Due to
higher concentration only 91 out of 214 (∼ 42.5%) RR Lyrae
stars known in M62 were recovered, to compare with 71.6% in
M3 that hosts the same RR Lyrae population. Their metallicity
distribution is shown in Fig. 22.
More than 200 RR Lyrae stars are known in the Sculptor
dSph from the study of Kaluzny et al. (1995). We recovered 176
of them by cross-matching the SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars
against Kaluzny et al. (1995)’s catalogue, that remains so far the
only study where identification and coordinates for the Sculp-
tor variable stars have been published. Fig. 23 shows the G-band
PA diagram defined by the Sculptor RR Lyrae stars, where filled
symbols are known variables that cross-match with Kaluzny et
al. (1995), while open symbols are new RR Lyrae stars observed
by Gaia. Fig. 24 shows that a good agreement is found be-
tween individual metallicities measured by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline for RR Lyrae stars in Sculptor (blue histogram) and the
corresponding spectroscopic metallicities from Clementini et al.
(2005) (red histogram).
For a more direct comparison in Table 1, we report for a
few GCs and dSphs the mean metallicity and G-band absorption
(with the related standard deviations) as derived averaging indi-
vidual [Fe/H] and A(G) values inferred by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline from the RR Lyrae stars (columns 3, 4 and 6, 7, respec-
tively) and the corresponding literature reference values (Car-
retta et al. 2009 for the GCs metal abundances, Clementini et al.
2005 and Kirby et al. 2011, for the RR Lyrae stars in Sculp-
tor, Draco, UMa I and II, respectively). In the table, N1 and N2
are the number of variable stars on which the mean quantities
were computed. Overall agreement is quite satisfactory. On the
other hand, the rather high value of A(G) derived for Sculptor
is likely due to the poor S/N of the GBP, GRP photometry at the
faint magnitudes of the RR Lyrae stars in this dSph.
4.1.3. RR Lyrae stars: validation and comparison with the
literature
In order to establish the completeness and purity of the RR Lyrae
stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and to estimate
the number of new discoveries by Gaia we performed a deep and
careful comparison with the literature. As a first step the cata-
logue of 140,784 confirmed sources was cross-matched against
all major catalogues of known RR Lyrae stars that are available
in the literature. We primarily used the OGLE catalogues for
RR Lyrae stars (version IV of the survey, Soszyn´ski et al. 2014,
2016), but we also used RR Lyrae stars by CTRS (Drake et al.
2013a; Drake et al. 2013b, 2014; Torrealba et al. 2015; Drake
et al. 2017), ASAS (Pojmanski 1997; Richards et al. 2012),
ASAS-SN (Jayasinghe et al. 2018), ATLAS (Tonry et al. 2018),
IOMC (Alfonso-Garzón et al. 2012), LINEAR (Palaversa et al.
2013), NSVS (Kinemuchi et al. 2006), Pann-Stars (PS1 Sesar et
al. 2017), as well as from the works based on KEPLER/K2 (De-
bosscher et al. 2011; Nemec et al. 2011; Molnár et al. 2015a,b,
2016) and on the Simbad database (Wenger et al. 2000). These
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Fig. 15. G, GBP-G; G, G-GRP and G, GBP − GRP CMDs of the RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline for which the colour
information is available (83,097 sources out of 140,784). Blue: RRc stars; green: RRd stars; red: RRab stars. The large concentrations of sources
at G ∼ 19 and 19.7 mag are the LMC and SMC variables, respectively, whereas the overdensities below G ∼ 20 mag are due to RR Lyrae stars in
the Draco and Sculptor dSphs. The arm extending towards redder colours is produced by reddened variables in the MW disc and bulge.
cross-matches returned a list of 88,578 known RR Lyrae stars
among our sample of 140,784. The SOS Cep&RRL confirmed
RR Lyrae stars were also cross-matched against catalogues of
candidates RR Lyrae stars discovered by the VVV survey (Gran
et al. 2016; Minniti et al. 2017; D. Minniti, private communica-
tion) in the MW disc and bulge. This returned 319 VVV cross-
identified sources in the MW disk and 222 in the MW bulge. We
thus confirm these VVV candidates. For known RR Lyrae stars
in GCs, the main reference was the catalogue of Clement et al.
(2001) that was updated to the latest literature as described in
Garofalo et al. (in preparation). For variables in dSphs we used
the following references Kaluzny et al. (1995); Clementini et al.
(2005); Kinemuchi et al. (2008); Dall’Ora et al. (2012); Garo-
falo et al. (2013). These latter cross-matches returned a list of
1,986 further known RR Lyrae stars. At the end of the above
cross-match procedure out of 140,784 RR Lyrae stars confirmed
by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline 90,564 turned out to be already
known in the literature and 50,220 are new discoveries by Gaia.
A detailed confusion matrix was derived only for the RR
Lyrae stars in the Magellanic Clouds (MC) and the MW bulge
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Fig. 16. Same as in Fig. 15 but for the RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline for which the colour information is available
(1167 sources out of 1986) that are in globular clusters (red points) and dwarf spheroidal galaxies (blue points). Each concentration of red points
corresponds to a different GC, the blue overdensity below G ∼ 20 mag is due to RR Lyrae stars in the Draco and Sculptor dSphs.
because only for these variables we have available as reference
a catalogue as complete and pure as OGLE’s in the LMC, SMC
and MW bulge. The confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 25. For the
MC RR Lyrae stars we have < 0.1% contamination. We achieved
such a high purity because binaries were removed during the
validation process either using the amplitude ratios or via cross-
matching against binaries and ellipsoidals from the OGLE cata-
logues.
A more general assessment of the contamination affecting
the SOS confirmed RR Lyrae sample was achieved through a
procedure described in Holl et al. (2018) that consisted in the
visual inspection of random and sky-uniform samples of SOS
confirmed RR Lyrae stars each composed by 500 sources with-
out overlap between the two groups. Based on this procedure we
estimated a contamination of about 9%, of which 4% is due to
faint stars (20.0 < G < 20.7 mag; see Holl et al. 2018, for de-
tail). We note that out of 140,784 RR Lyrae stars confirmed by
the SOS pipeline, 8,306 are fainter than G ∼20.0 mag. Colours
for these sources are less reliable, hence misclassifications and
contamination by other types of variable sources are definitely
possible. On the other hand among these 8,306 faint sources, 16
are bona fide RR Lyrae stars in Sculptor and 637 are OGLE con-
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Table 1. Metallicity and absorption in the G band for a sample of GCs and dSphs, obtained averaging individual values derived for the RR Lyrae
stars by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline.
Name [Fe/H]C09 [Fe/H]Gaia stdev([Fe/H]Gaia) N1(a) A(G) stdev[A(G)] A(V) N2(a) Ref.
dex dex dex mag mag mag
NGC 1261 −1.27 −1.33 ± 0.55 14 1.07 ± 1.33 0.03 10 (1)
NGC 1851 −1.18 −1.17 ± 0.48 9 0.46 ± 0.34 0.06 8 (2)
NGC 288 −1.32 −1.33 ± 0.22 1 0.17 0.09 1 (3)
NGC 3201 −1.59 −1.30 ± 0.04 82 0.67 ± 0.21 0.74 73 (4)
NGC 5024 −2.10 −1.62 ± 0.48 8 0.73 ± 0.75 0.06 20 (5)
NGC 5139- ω Cen −1.53 −1.17 ± 0.79 8 0.32 ± 0.14 0.37 9 (6)
NGC 5272 (M3) −1.50 −1.32 ± 0.43 111 0.49 ± 0.87 0.03 92 (7)
NGC 6266 (M62) −1.18 −0.71 ± 0.39 81 2.18 ± 0.78 1.46 52 (8)
IC 4499 −1.53 −1.47 ± 0.53 56 0.81 ± 0.35 0.71 54 (9)
NGC 7078 (M15) −2.37 −1.26 ± 0.87 5 0.22 0.31 1 (10)
Sculptor −1.68 −1.52 ± 0.53 102 0.68 ± 0.43 0.06 105 (11)
Draco −1.93 −1.70 ± 0.74 30 0.54 ± 0.32 0.09 13 (12)
Ursa Major I −2.18 −1.92 ± 0.18 2 0.53 ± 0.05 0.02 2 (13)
Ursa Major II −2.47 −2.28 ± 0.23 1 0.33 0.30 1 (14)
Notes. (a)N1 and N2 are the number of RR Lyrae stars on which the mean [Fe/H] and A(G) were computed, respectively.
References: (1) Salinas et al. (2016); (2) Walker (1998); (3) Kaluzny et al. (1997), Arellano Ferro et al. (2013); (4) Layden &
Sarajedini (2003), Arellano Ferro et al. (2014); (5) Cuffey (1966), Goranskij (1976), Arellano Ferro et al. (2011); (6) Braga et al.
(2016); (7) Benko˝ et al. (2006); (8) Contreras et al. (2010); (9) Walker & Nemec (1996); (10) Corwin et al. (2008); (11) Kaluzny et
al. (1995), Clementini et al. (2005); (12) Kinemuchi et al. (2008); (13) Garofalo et al. (2013); (14) Dall’Ora et al. (2012).
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Fig. 17. Normalised metallicity distribution of 64,957 RR Lyrae stars,
in the sample of 140,784 confirmed ones, for which a photometric
[Fe/H] value was inferred from the φ31 Fourier parameter of the G-band
light curve. The sources were divided according to the three separate
regions (All-Sky, LMC, SMC) defined in Sect. 2. Green, pink, and blue
histograms represent All-Sky, LMC and SMC variables, respectively.
The three distributions pick at mean values of: [Fe/H]∼ −1.15 ± 0.6,
∼ −1.3 ± 0.7 and ∼ −1.6 ± 0.7 dex, for MW, LMC and SMC RR Lyrae
stars, respectively.
firmed RR Lyrae in the two Magellanic Clouds, thus reducing
the number of possible faint misclassifications to 7,653.
The number of epochs available in the G-band light curves
of the 140,784 RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline is shown in Fig. 26. The distribution of the sources on
sky is shown in Figs. 27 and 28, whereas Figs. 29 and 30 present
their distribution on sky according to the metallicity and G-band
absorption derived by the SOS pipeline.
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Fig. 18. Left panel: Map of Gaia DR2 stars in a 0.31 × 0.30 degree2 area centred on the Galactic globular cluster M3 (NGC 5272). Different
colours highlight stars within twice the cluster rc (red filled circles), one time (grey filled circles), twice (yellow filled cicles), three times (cyan
filled circles) the cluster half-light radius (rh=2.31 arcmin) and beyond 3 ×rh (magenta filled circles). The RR Lyrae stars observed by Gaia in the
cluster (159 over the 222 RR Lyrae stars known in M3) are marked as large black filled circles. The M3 centre coordinates and rc, rh values are
from Harris (1996). Centre panel: G vs GBP − GRP CMD for stars within two times the M3 rh, colour-coding is as in the left panel. Right panel:
Same as in the centre panel but for the cluster GBP vs GBP −GRP CMD.
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Fig. 19. Left panel: Zoom of the HB region in the G vs GBP −GRP CMD of M3. RR Lyrae stars are plotted as filled squares and different colours
according to their position with respect to the cluster centre adopting the same colour-coding as in the left panel of Fig.18 and using black filled
squares for the variables beyond 3 ×rh. Left panel: Same as in the left panel but for the GBP vs GBP −GRP CMD.
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Fig. 20. Comparison between periods measured by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline and literature periods for 159 RR Lyrae stars observed in M3
by Gaia. The three deviating objects are variable stars affected by the
Blazhko effect (Blazhko 1907).
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Fig. 21. Metallicity distribution of the RR Lyrae stars observed by Gaia
in M3, based on the individual measurements from the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline.
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Fig. 22. Same as in Fig. 21 but for RR Lyrae stars in M62.
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Fig. 23. PA diagram in the G band of known (filled circles; Kaluzny
et al. 1995) and new RR Lyrae stars observed by Gaia in the Sculp-
tor dSph. Blue, red and grey symbols are RRc, RRd and RRab stars,
respectively.
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Fig. 24. Metallicity distribution of RR Lyrae stars in Sculptor. The
blue histogram is obtained from metallicities measured by the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline. The red histogram shows the metallicity distribu-
tion of the RR Lyrae stars studied spectroscopically by Clementini et al.
(2005).
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Fig. 25. Confusion matrix for the RR Lyrae stars. As control sample we
used all the variable stars classified as RR Lyrae by the OGLE survey
in the LMC, SMC and Bulge that have a cross-match within a radius
of 3 arcsec with the SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars published in Gaia
DR2, for a total of 37,941 objects. Rows refer to literature results and
columns to results of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. The corresponding
success percentage is shown along the diagonal cells.
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Fig. 26. Map in galactic coordinates showing Gaia newly discovered RR Lyrae stars that were confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline, colour-
coded according to the number of G-band epochs available per source.
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Fig. 27. Sky distribution, in galactic coordinates, of already known and Gaia newly discovered RR Lyrae stars confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline. Orange points: known RR Lyrae stars that do not have a counterpart among the SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars published in DR2. Green
points: known RR Lyrae stars that cross-match with SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars. Black points: new RR Lyrae detected by Gaia and confirmed
by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Green and black points clearly reflect the pattern of Gaia scanning law. A total number of more than 220,000 RR
Lyrae stars are shown in the figure, of which 46,443 are in the Magellanic Clouds, 2,860 are in globular clusters, 984 in classical dSphs (885) and
ultra-faint dwarfs (99; Garofalo et al., in preparation) and 50,220 are new discoveries by Gaia. To avoid further overcrowding the figure we have
not highlighted globular clusters and dSphs, but refer to Figs. 45, 46 in Sect. 5.1 for a most complete post-Gaia DR2 view of All-Sky RR Lyrae
stars down to Gaia’s faint magnitude limit of G ∼ 20.7 mag.
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Fig. 28. Same as in Fig. 27 but in equatorial coordinates.
Fig. 29. Map in galactic coordinates of 64,932 RR Lyrae stars for which a photometric [Fe/H] metallicity was inferred using the φ31 parameter in
the Fourier decomposition of the G-band light curve. The map is colour coded according to the source metallicity.
Fig. 30. Map in galactic coordinates of 54,272 fundamental-mode RR Lyrae stars with absorption in the G-band [A(G)] derived from an empirical
relation that connects the amplitude of the light variation in the G-band [Amp(G)] and the star pulsation period (see text for details). The map is
colour coded according to the star A(G) value.
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4.2. Results for Cepheids
Examples of G,GBP,GRP light curves for known and new
Cepheids confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and re-
leased in Gaia DR2 are presented in Figs. 31 (known All-Sky
Cepheids), 32 (known LMC and SMC Cepheids) and 33 (new
All-Sky Cepheids). Light curves are folded according to period
and epoch of maximum light determined by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline.
Figs. 34 and 35 show the CMDs in apparent G magnitude
not corrected for reddening of confirmed Cepheids in the LMC
and SMC, whereas Fig. 36 shows the CMD in absolute G magni-
tude (MG) not corrected for extinction of the confirmed All-Sky
Cepheids (only objects with positive parallax can be plotted). An
inspection of Figs. 34 and 35 shows the expected behaviour of
DCEP F and 1O variables (redder the first, hotter the latter), as
well as of ACEPs and T2CEPs, in order of increasing (appar-
ent) luminosity passing from BLHER to RVTAU objects. This
neat behaviour is less visible in the All-Sky sample displayed in
Fig. 36, this is due to the likely contamination by other types of
variables especially for absolute G magnitudes & 2 mag.
Figs. 37 and 38 show the distributions of the confirmed
Cepheids in the φ21, R21, φ31, R31 vs period planes. These figures
display a very good separation between DCEP F and 1O vari-
ables, especially in the R21-period plane, where the two modes
have significantly different location. As with the CMDs, the dif-
ferent diagrams appear more confused in the case of All-Sky
Cepheids.
Fig. 39 presents the spatial distribution of the bona fide
Cepheids released in Gaia DR2 (about 8,900 sources in to-
tal) after cleaning the sample of All-Sky Cepheids from other
types of variable objects not following the PL and PW relations
(see Sect. 3.2). Finally, Fig. 40 presents the metallicity distri-
butions of 3,738 fundamental-mode classical Cepheids with pe-
riod shorter than 6.3 days published in DR2. Individual metallic-
ities for these stars were estimated from the R21 and R31 Fourier
parameters of the light curves according to the procedure de-
scribed in Sect. 2.1.1. The sources are divided among LMC (red
histogram in the top panel), SMC (green histogram in the mid
panel) and All-Sky (blue histogram in the bottom panel). Their
distributions have median values of [Fe/H]∼ −0.2, [Fe/H]∼ −0.1
and [Fe/H]∼0.0 dex for the SMC, LMC and All-Sky samples, re-
spectively. The yellow histogram in the bottom panel highlights
235 fundamental-mode classical Cepheids in the All-Sky sam-
ple which are already known in the literature. They are indis-
tinguishable from the total sample (blue histogram). We caution
potential users of these metallicity values that while the median
metallicity of the All-Sky sample is consistent with the literature
values, there seems to be a shift of ∼+0.2 dex in the LMC and
SMC distributions, that might be a hint of calibration issues in
the Klagyivik et al. (2013)’s equations which are mainly based
on Galactic Cepheids that do not cover the metal poorer regime
typical of the Magellanic Cloud Cepheids.
4.2.1. Cepheids: validation and comparison with the
literature
As with the RR Lyrae stars a confusion matrix was derived only
for the Cepheids in the MCs (Fig. 41). This is because only in the
MCs we have complete and homogeneous reference catalogues
for ACEPs, DCEPs, and T2CEPs published by the OGLE group
(Soszyn´ski et al. 2008, 2010, 2015a,b).
An inspection of Fig. 41 reveals a very low (almost 0%) con-
tamination level for all Cepheid types/modes, with the excep-
tion of the multimode Cepheids, for which we have more than
50% false positives mostly among ordinary DCEP 1O. This is a
common problem also for double-mode RR Lyrae stars that will
be mitigated in next Gaia releases by both improvements of the
SOS pipeline and a natural increase of number of epochs in the
light curves, a fundamental ingredient for a successful recovery
of multimode pulsators.
Applying the same procedure to Cepheids as for the RR
Lyrae stars (see Sect. 4.1.3 and Holl et al. 2018) we estimate
a contamination of about 5% in regions of the sky extending
partially beyond OGLE-IV footprint.
Finally, we note that a small number of new Cepheids, 118
in total, and 1,640 new RR Lyrae stars were identified in the
LMC and SMC areas extensively monitored by the OGLE sur-
vey. While we are quite confident that they are bona fide new
Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars as they did pass all diagnostics and
also a very careful visual inspection, we would be indebted to
our colleagues of the OGLE team if they could verify on their
OGLE photometry, the reliability of these sources.
5. Results and final accounting
The run of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline on the candidate RR
Lyrae stars and Cepheids, combined with estensive validation
procedures and random visual inspection of some of the resulting
light curves, produced final samples of 140,784 confirmed RR
Lyrae stars and 9,575 Cepheids for a total of 150,359 sources.
Position, G, GBP, GRP time series photometry, and final results
of the SOS Cep&RRL processing are published in Gaia DR2 for
all these 150,359 sources.
The subdivision of the 150,359 sources according to type,
subtype, and pulsation mode is summarised in Table 2 while Ta-
ble 3 provides the subdivision between known and new discov-
eries by Gaia.
For these 140,784 RRLs and 9,575 Cepheids the following
parameters, computed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline, have
been released in Gaia DR2 along with the related errors:
- source pulsation periods (main and secondary periodicities, if
any);
- intensity-averaged mean G, GBP, GRP magnitudes;
- epochs of maximum light in the 3 pass-bands;
- φ21 and R21 Fourier parameters;
- φ31 and R31 Fourier parameters;
- peak-to-peak G, GBP, GRP amplitudes [Amp(G)], [Amp(GBP)],
[Amp(GRP)];
- RR Lyrae star subclassification into RRab, RRc and RRd
types;
- Cepheid classification into DCEP, ACEP, T2CEP types;
- DCEPs and ACEPs pulsation mode (F, 1O, DCEP MULTI);
- T2CEPs subclassification into BLHER, WVIR, RVTAU types;
- Absorption in the G band, A(G), of RRab stars;
- Photometric metallicity, [Fe/H], for RRab and RRc stars;
- Photometric metallicity, [Fe/H], for fundamental-mode DCEPs
with P < 6.3 days.
Gaia’s sourceids, coordinates, values of the above quantities
and associated statistics, along with the G, GBP and GRP time se-
ries photometry for each of the 140,784 RR Lyrae stars and 9,575
Cepheids confirmed and characterised by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline can be retrieved from the Gaia data release archive10
and other distribution nodes. The archives also provide tools for
10 http://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia/
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Fig. 31. G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of All-Sky known classical Cepheids of different pulsation mode released in Gaia DR2.
The multi-band time series data are folded according to the period and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Error
bars are comparable to or smaller than symbol size.
queries and to cross-match Gaia data with other catalogues avail-
able in the literature.
We provide in Tables 4 and 5 specific links to the archive
tables, and summarise the names of the parameters computed by
SOS Cep&RRL that can be retrieved from the archive tables. In
Appendix A we provide examples of queries to retrieve some of
the quantities and parameters listed in Tables 4 and 5.
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Fig. 32. G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of known Cepheids of different type and pulsation mode released in Gaia DR2. All of
them are in the LMC except the ACEP 1O which is in the SMC, as labelled. The multi-band time series data are folded according to the period
and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Error bars are comparable to or smaller than symbol size except for the GBP
and GRP light curves of the two ACEPs in the upper-left panels, as expected, due to the faintness of these two Magellanic Cloud variable stars.
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Fig. 33. Left panels: G (cyan), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) light curves of All-Sky new classical Cepheids of different pulsation mode released in
Gaia DR2. Right panels: same as in the left panels but for new Type II Cepheids of different type. The multi-band time series data are folded
according to the period and epoch of maximum light derived by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. Error bars are comparable to or smaller than symbol
size.
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Fig. 34. G, GBP −G; G, G −GRP and G, GBP −GRP CMDs in apparent
magnitude of Cepheids in the LMC published in Gaia DR2. Symbols
and colour-coding are as in Fig. 6.
Fig. 35. Same as in Fig. 34 but for Cepheids in the SMC.
Fig. 36. Same as in Fig. 34 but in absolute G magnitude (MG) for All-
Sky Cepheids.
Fig. 37. Upper panels: G-band φ21 vs period diagram for Cepheids in
the LMC (upper-left), SMC (middle) and All-Sky (upper-right). Lower
panels: same as in the upper panels but for the the G-band R21 vs period
diagram. Symbols and colour-coding are as in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 38. Upper panels: G-band φ31 vs period diagram for Cepheids in
the LMC (upper-left), SMC (middle) and All-Sky (upper-right). Lower
panels: same as in the upper panels but for the G-band R31 vs period
diagram. Symbols and colour-coding are as in Fig. 6.
Table 2. Number and type/mode classification of RR Lyrae stars and
Cepheids confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline that are published
in Gaia DR2, broken down in LMC, SMC and All-Sky regions of the
sky.
Type LMC SMC All-Sky Total
RRab 20,264 4,629 73,133 98,026
RRc 8,395 1,213 30,772 40,380
RRd 693 164 1,521 2,378
RR Lyrae Total 29,352 6,006 105,426 140,784
DCEP F 1,925 1,915 1,158 4,998
DCEP 1O 1,461 1,540 471 3,472
DCEP MULTI 175 177 68 420
DCEP Total 3,561 3,632 1697 8,890
ACEP F 43 23 – 66
ACEP 1O 21 13 – 34
ACEP Total 64 36 100
T2CEP BLHER 35 6 182 223
T2CEP WVIR 73 15 165 253
T2CEP RVTAU 34 3 72 109
T2CEP Total 142 24 419 585
Cepheid Total 3,767 3,692 2,116 9,575
Counts for Cepheids correspond to the number of sources in the
LMC, SMC and All-Sky regions defined in Sect. 2.
Counts for the RR Lyrae correspond to the number of sources
in regions defined by taking into account where the number
density of RR Lyrae stars in the LMC and SMC drops and
becomes comparable to the counts in the field.
Table 3. Total numbers of SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids
published in Gaia DR2 subdivided in new and known sources.
Type Grand total New Known
RR Lyrae stars 140,784 50,220 90,564
Cepheids 9,575 350 9,225
“New” sources mean “new to the best of our knowledge”.
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Fig. 39. Spatial distribution of the bona fide Cepheids released in Gaia DR2 (about 8,900 sources in total). Red filled circles are known Cepheids
in the literature (OGLE and other surveys), blue filled circles are new Cepheids detected by Gaia in the LMC, SMC (118 in total) and All-Sky
(about 240 in total). The latter sample has been cleaned from other types of variable objects not following the PL and PW relations, see discussion
at the end of Sect. 3.2.
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Fig. 40. Metallicity distributions of 3,738 fundamental-mode classi-
cal Cepheids with period shorter than 6.3 days published in DR2. The
three panels show from top to bottom the LMC, SMC and All-Sky dis-
tributions (blue histogram), respectively. They have median values of
[Fe/H]∼ −0.2, ∼ −0.1 and ∼0.0 dex for the SMC, LMC and All-Sky
samples, respectively. The yellow histogram in the lower panel high-
lights the metallicity distribution of 235 fundamental-mode classical
Cepheids in the All-Sky sample which are already known in the litera-
ture. They are indistinguishable from the total sample (blue histogram).
Among them are 10 sources located on the faint sequences below the
dashed lines in Fig.8.
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Fig. 41. Confusion matrix for Cepheids. As control sample we used all the variable stars classified as ACEP, DCEP, and T2CEP by the OGLE
survey in LMC and SMC that have a cross-match within a radius of 3 arcsec with the Cepheids of the aforementioned types published in Gaia
DR2, for a total of 7,341 objects. Rows refer to literature results and columns to results of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. The corresponding success
percentage is shown along the diagonal cells.
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Fig. 42. Spatial distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the Magellanic Cloud
region released in Gaia DR2. Orange dots: known RR Lyrae stars from
the OGLE surveys; blue dots: RR Lyrae stars identified by Gaia and
confirmed by the SOS Cep&Cep pipeline.
5.1. Sky maps
Figs. 42 and 43 show sky maps of the SOS confirmed RR Lyrae
stars released in DR2 in the region of the Magellanic Clouds.
In the latter map variables are colour-coded according to their
apparent magnitude. Fig. 44 shows the same region of the sky
as mapped by the SOS confirmed Cepheids. Remarkable is the
rather smooth distribution of RR Lyrae stars around the two
Clouds, very nicely shaping the far-extended halo surrounding
the LMC.
Figs. 45 and 46 show the distribution on sky, in galactic and
equatorial coordinates, respectively, of RR Lyrae stars within the
limiting magnitude of Gaia (orange points). The map combines
known literature (both with and without a Gaia counterpart) and
new RR Lyrae stars discovered by Gaia and confirmed by the
SOS Cep&RRL pipeline for more than 223,000 RR Lyrae stars
in total. This number favourably compares with estimates of the
total number RR Lyrae stars in Holl et al. (2018) and Rimoldini
et al. (2018). Blue filled dots and magenta filled squares indicate
87 GCs and 12 dSphs (classical and ultra faint) in which Gaia
observed SOS confirmed RR Lyrae stars that are published in
DR2. This figure presents a post-DR2 update of fig. 4 in Clemen-
tini et al. (2018), displaying the largest ever census of RR Lyrae
stars in our Galaxy and its close companions.
5.2. Limitations of the SOS Cep&RRL results for DR2
The catalogues of SOS Cep&RRL confirmed Cepheids and RR
Lyrae stars released in Gaia DR2 have some limitations. The ma-
jor issue is incompleteness, mainly due to the still small number
of epochs available for a significant fraction of the sky (see e.g.
Fig. 26) as per Gaia scanning law. Furthermore, we recall that:
i) objects with less than 12 epoch data were not processed by
the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline and ii) a sizeable sample of true
pulsators with less than ∼ 20 epochs were rejected because both
the small number of observations and the uneven sampling of
the time series data caused by the scanning law resulted in an
incorrect period determination. Hence, completeness is a strong
function of the source position on the sky. This can be easily
checked comparing the DR2 SOS Cep&RRL RR Lyrae cata-
logue to OGLE data for the LMC, SMC and Bulge. In these
systems our recovery percentages are 67%, 82% and 15%, re-
spectively. Taking into account that the OGLE data is complete
more or less at the same magnitude of Gaia data, that the typical
Fig. 43. Same as in Fig. 42 but with the RR Lyrae stars colour coded
according to their apparent magnitude. Notable is the rather smooth dis-
tribution of RR Lyrae stars around the two Clouds, very nicely shaping
the far-extended halo surrounding the LMC.
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Fig. 44. Spatial distribution of Gaia DR2 Cepheids located in the region
of the two Magellanic Clouds. Green filled circles: known Cepheids
observed in the LMC and SMC regions defined in Sect. 2 by the OGLE
survey; magenta filled circles: All-Sky known (from OGLE or other
surveys) Cepheids; blue filled circles: new Cepheids identified by Gaia
in the LMC and SMC (118 in total).
magnitudes of the RR Lyrae variables in the MCs are generally
fainter than in the Bulge and that the level of contamination is
similar, it is clear that the very low recovery rate in the Bulge
is almost entirely due to the lack of enough epoch data for the
Bulge region due to Gaia scanning law. Similar considerations
can be drawn for the rest of the sky (mainly the MW halo), even
though for the Galactic halo sky zones rich and poor in number
of epochs are more or less the same, hence giving in the end
an indication of the average completeness of the DR2 catalogue.
For example, the comparison with the ATLAS and ASAS-SN
surveys returned a recovery rate of 66% and 64%, respectively.
A general comparison with all our literature collection, but ex-
cluding OGLE, returns a completeness on the order of 60%. This
is of course only an indicative number, as the literature data is a
mixture of different surveys with very different characteristics,
but we are confident that this estimate should not be too far from
reality.
As for Cepheids, the same line of reasoning returns 74%,
73% and 3% percentages of recovery in the LMC, SMC and
Bulge, respectively. While percentages in the MCs are similar
to those of RR Lyrae variables, that in the Bulge is very low.
This is mainly due to the small number of epochs in this region.
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Table 4. Links to Gaia archive tables to retrieve the pulsation characteristics: period(s), epochs of maximum light (E), peak-to-peak amplitudes,
intensity-averaged mean magnitudes, φ21, R21, φ31, R31 Fourier parameters with related uncertainties, metallicity and absorption in the G band
computed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline for the 140,784 RR Lyrae stars confirmed by SOS and released in Gaia DR2. To ease table access, we
also provide the correspondence between parameter (period(s), E, etc.) and the name of the parameter in the Gaia archive table.
Table URL http://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia/
RR Lyrae star parameters computed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
Table Name gaiadr2.vari_rrlyrae
Source ID source_id
Type best_classification (one of RRC, RRAB or RRD)
P f , P1O, P2O, P3O p_f, p1_o, p2_o, p3_o: NB p3_o is empty for RRL
σ(P f , P1O, P2O, P3O) pf_error, p1_o_error, p2_o_error, p3_o_error: NB p3_o_error is empty for RRL
E(a) (G, GBP, GRP) epoch_g, epoch_bp, epoch_rp
σE(G, GBP, GRP) epoch_g_error, epoch_bp_error, epoch_rp_error
〈G〉, 〈GBP〉, 〈GRP〉 int_average_g, int_average_bp, int_average_rp
σ〈G〉 , σ〈GBP〉 , σ〈GRP〉 int_average_g_error, int_average_bp_error, int_average_rp_error
Amp(G,GBP,GRP) peak_to_peak_g, peak_to_peak_bp, peak_to_peak_rp
σ[Amp(G)], σ[Amp(GBP)], σ[Amp(GRP)] peak_to_peak_g_error, peak_to_peak_bp_error, peak_to_peak_rp_error
φ21 phi21_g
σ(φ21) phi21_g_error
R21 r21_g
σ(R21) r21_g_error
φ31 phi31_g
σ(φ31) phi31_g_error
R31 r31_g
σ(R31) r31_g_error
[Fe/H](b) metallicity
σ ([Fe/H]) metallicity_error
A(G)(c) g_absorption
σ A(G) g_absorption_error
Nobs(G band) num_clean_epochs_g
Nobs(GBP band) num_clean_epochs_bp
Nobs(GRP band) num_clean_epochs_rp
Notes. (a)The BJD of the epoch of maximum light is offset by JD 2455197.5 d (= J2010.0). (b) Photometric metal abundance derived from the
φ31 Fourier parameter of the light curve for 54,272 fundamental-mode RR Lyrae stars (see Sects. 2.1.1 and 4.1). (c) Absorption in the G band
computed from a relation that links the star intrinsic colour to the period and the amplitude of the light variation (see Sects. 2.1.2 and 4.1).
Estimating the percentage of recovery over the whole MW
is rather difficult, since field Cepheids are not easy to detect and
there are no systematic and complete surveys over the whole sky
to compare with, Gaia’s indeed will be the first one. To give
some rough numbers at least for DCEPs, we compared the SOS
Cep&RRL Cepheids published in DR2 with a sample of 417
DCEPs with metallicity measured by Genovali et al. (2013) and
found that 68% of the sources are in common, a percentage in
line with what found for field RR Lyrae variables.
We also note that at the bright extreme of the distribution, we
missed some famous RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids. For example,
RR Lyr itself is not present in the SOS Cep&RRL RR Lyrae ta-
bles. This is because during validation of the SOS Cep&RRL
results the star was dropped as the value of the φ21 Fourier pa-
rameter put the star at the limit of a region of heavy contamina-
tion (φ21 ∼ 3.14 rad) where sources are automatically rejected.
Although not present in the DR2 variability tables, RR Lyr is
present in the DR2 photometry and astrometry catalogues but
with values for magnitudes and astrometry to be taken with cau-
tion (Arenou et al. 2018 and Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a).
Finally, comparison of the DR2 SOS Cep&RRL confirmed
RR Lyrae stars and Cepheids with the sources released in Gaia
DR1 shows that out of the 2,595 RR Lyrae stars published in
DR1, 2,517 are also confirmed in DR2, and 78 are missing. Out
of the 599 DR1 Cepheids, 533 are also confirmed in DR2 and 66
are missing. This can be due to several reasons. For instance, the
increased number of epoch data available for DR2 along with
modifications of both the general variability pipeline prior the
SOS processing and updates of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline (see
Sect. 2), may have resulted for instance in a different period es-
timate, and in turn, in a different position in the diagrams we
use for classification. Specifically, out of the 78 missing DR1
RR Lyrae stars, in DR2 twenty-three were no longer classified
as RR Lyrae by the classifiers hence never made it to the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline (of them 11 are bona fide RR Lyrae stars
known from OGLE) and 55 were rejected during the SOS pro-
cessing. Among those 55, 49 are bona fide RR Lyrae stars known
from OGLE, and 6 are DR1 RR Lyrae that hence are not con-
firmed. Out of the 66 missing DR1 Cepheids, 31 never made
it to the SOS pipeline (among them 3 are Cepheids confirmed
by OGLE), and of the remaining 35, twenty-eight are Cepheids
confirmed by OGLE. Hence, working out the above numbers, the
total contamination of the new RR Lyrae stars released in DR1
turns out to be less than 0.7% and that of the DR1 Cepheids is
around 5.8%.
After the opening of the Gaia DR2 archive on 25 April
2018 we received feedback from the users about RR Lyrae stars
and Cepheids which may have been misclassified by the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline. We provide in Appendix C the sourceids of
a number of these possibly misclassified sources.
6. Conclusions and future developments
Gaia DR2 represents a significant step forward in our knowl-
edge of the RR Lyrae and Cepheid census in the Milky Way
and its close neighbours. The number of RR Lyrae stars con-
firmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline that have been released
in DR2 along with those already known in the literature provides
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Table 5. Links to Gaia archive tables to retrieve the pulsation characteristics: period(s), epochs of maximum light (E), peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes, intensity-averaged mean magnitudes, φ21, R21, φ31, R31 Fourier parameters with related uncertainties and metallicity computed by the SOS
Cep&RRL pipeline for the 9,575 Cepheids confirmed by SOS and released in Gaia DR2. To ease table access, we also provide the correspondence
between parameter (period(s), E, etc.) and the name of the parameter in the Gaia archive table.
Table URL http://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia/
Cepheid parameters computed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
Table Name gaiadr2.vari_cepheid
Source ID source_id
Type type_best_classification (one of T2CEP, DCEP or ACEP)
Type2 type2_best_classification (for type-II Cepheids, one of BL_HER, W_WVIR or RV_TAU)
Mode mode_best_classification (one of FUNDAMENTAL, FIRST_OVERTONE, SECOND_OVERTONE
MULTI, UNDEFINED, or NOT_APPLICABLE)
Multi-mode multi_mode_best_classification (for multi-mode δ Cepheids, one of F/1O, F/2O, 1O/2O,
1O/3O, 2O/3O, F/1O/2O, or 1O/2O/3O)
P f , P1O, P2O, P3O p_f, p1_o, p2_o, p3_o
σ(P f , P1O, P2O, P3O) pf_error, p1_o_error, p2_o_error, p3_o_error
E(a) (G, GBP, GRP) epoch_g, epoch_bp, epoch_rp
σE(G, GBP, GRP) epoch_g_error, epoch_bp_error, epoch_rp_error
〈G〉, 〈GBP〉, 〈GRP〉 int_average_g, int_average_bp, int_average_rp
σ〈G〉 , σ〈GBP〉 , σ〈GRP〉 int_average_g_error, int_average_bp_error, int_average_rp_error
Amp(G,GBP,GRP) peak_to_peak_g, peak_to_peak_bp, peak_to_peak_rp
σ[Amp(G)], σ[Amp(GBP)], σ[Amp(GRP)] peak_to_peak_g_error, peak_to_peak_bp_error, peak_to_peak_rp_error
φ21 phi21_g
σ(φ21) phi21_g_error
R21 r21_g
σ(R21) r21_g_error
φ31 phi31_g
σ(φ31) phi31_g_error
R31 r31_g
σ(R31) r31_g_error
[Fe/H](b) metallicity
σ ([Fe/H]) metallicity_error
A(G)(c) g_absorption: empty for Cepheids
σ A(G) g_absorption_error: empty for Cepheids
Nobs(G band) num_clean_epochs_g
Nobs(GBP band) num_clean_epochs_bp
Nobs(GRP band) num_clean_epochs_rp
Notes. (a)The BJD of the epoch of maximum light is offset by JD 2455197.5 d (= J2010.0). (b) Photometric metal abundance derived from the
Fourier parameters of the light curve for 3,738 fundamental-mode DCEPs with period shorter than 6.3 days (see Sect. 2.1.1 and 4.2).
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Fig. 45. Distribution on sky, in galactic coordinates, of RR Lyrae stars within the limiting magnitude of Gaia (orange points). The map combines
known literature both with and without a Gaia counterpart and new RR Lyrae stars discovered by Gaia and confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL
pipeline, for more than 223,000 RR Lyrae stars in total. Blue filled dots and magenta filled squares indicate 87 globular clusters and 12 dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (classical and ultra faint) in which Gaia has observed RR Lyrae stars that are confirmed by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline.
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Fig. 46. Same as in Fig. 45, but in equatorial coordinates.
already the largest ever census of RR Lyrae stars in our Galaxy
and its close companions. This number will increase with fur-
ther Gaia releases as it is also expected to increase the number
and accuracy of the parameters derived for these sources by the
SOS Cep&RRL pipeline. In particular, for Gaia Data Release
3 (DR3) time series radial velocities will be processed by the
SOS pipeline besides the multiband photometry. This will allow
us to improve the source characterisation and will also open the
path to the derivation of additional stellar parameters such as
gravities, temperatures and absolute magnitudes independent of
parallaxes.
A number of improvements of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline
are already being implemented in view of Gaia DR3 forthcom-
ing release. They include the following:
1. The relations used for the classification and characterisa-
tion of the sources in the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline will be
computed directly from the Gaia light curves of confirmed
Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars.
2. Parts of the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline dedicated to the pro-
cessing of the radial velocity time series will be activated.
3. Identification and characterisation of double-mode RR Lyrae
stars and multi-mode classical Cepheids (F/1O, 1O/2O, etc.)
will be activated only for sources with sufficient number of
epochs and improving the detection algorithm by properly
taking into account the scatter in the folded light curve, thus
reducing the number of false positives.
4. A classifier will be developed to optimise the type and sub-
type classification of Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars performed
by the SOS Cep&RRL pipeline.
5. Automated validation and cleaning procedures will be put in
place.
6. CMDs in absolute magnitude and the comparison with the-
oretical instability strips for Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars
will be used to improve the source classification and the
derivation of their intrinsic parameters (e.g. effective tem-
peratures).
To conclude, the results of Gaia all-sky Cepheids and RR
Lyrae stars obtained with the SOS Cep&RRL processing demon-
strate the excellent quality of Gaia multi-band photometry re-
leased in DR2 and nicely showcase the potential of Gaia in the
field of variable star studies and for Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars
in particular.
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Table A.1. Queries to retrieve DR2 information on the Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars from the Gaia archive in the Astronomical Data Query
Language (Osuna et al. 2008).
Query to retrieve time series of all Cepheids in the Gaia DR2.
select gaia.source_id, epoch_photometry_url from gaiadr2.gaia_source as gaia
inner join gaiadr2.vari_cepheid as cep on gaia.source_id=cep.source_id
Query to retrive time series of all RR Lyrae stars in the Gaia DR2.
select gaia.source_id, epoch_photometry_url from gaiadr2.gaia_source as gaia
inner join gaiadr2.vari_rrlyrae as rrl on gaia.source_id=rrl.source_id
Query to retrieve the number of processed observations and SOS Cep&RRL-computed parameters of all Cepheids in the Gaia DR2.
select cep.*,tsr.num_selected_g_fov,tsr.num_selected_bp,tsr.num_selected_rp from gaiadr2.vari_cepheid cep
inner join gaiadr2.vari_time_series_statistics tsr on cep.source_id=tsr.source_id
Query to retrieve the number of processed observations and SOS Cep&RRL-computed parameters of all RR Lyrae in the Gaia DR2.
select rrl.*,tsr.num_selected_g_fov,tsr.num_selected_bp,tsr.num_selected_rp from gaiadr2.vari_rrlyrae rrl
inner join gaiadr2.vari_time_series_statistics tsr on rrl.source_id=tsr.source_id
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Table B.1. List of acronyms used in this paper.
Acronym Description
ACEP Anomalous Cepheid
ALL_SKY The celestial region excluding the LMC and SMC regions
Amp(G) Amplitude of the light variation in the G band
Amp(GBP) Amplitude of the light variation in the GBP band
Amp(GRP) Amplitude of the light variation in the GRP band
BLHER BL Herculis class of variables
CMD Colour Magnitude Diagram
DCEP Classical Cepheid (Population I)
dSph Dwarf spheroidal galaxy
DR Data Release
F Fundamental mode of pulsation
FO First overtone mode of pulsation
G Gaia photometric G-band
GBP Gaia photometric GBP band
GRP Gaia photometric GRP band
GC Globular cluster
LMC Large Magellanic Cloud
MW Milky Way
PA Period–Amplitude
PL Period–Luminosity
PW Period–Wesenheit
RRab RR Lyrae star of ab type
RRc RR Lyrae star of c type
RRd double-mode RR Lyrae star
RVTAU RV Tauri class of variables
SMC Small Magellanic Cloud
SOS Specific Object Study
T2CEP Type II Cepheid (Population II)
WVIR W Virginis class of variables
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Table C.1. List of sources likely misclassified as RR Lyrae stars (courtesy of S. Cheng, S. Koposov and H-C. Hwang).
Gaia sourceid Notes
1754525270341133312 weird folded light curve
32205593226566016 galaxy
361431775815909376 galaxy
361451975047400448 galaxy
585136968493947264 galaxy
Notes. This table is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the journal, only a portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
Table C.2. List of sources likely misclassified as Cepheids (courtesy of H-C. Hwang, T. Bedding and D. Hey).
Gaia sourceid Literature sourceid Notes
2077108036182676224 KIC 6619830 Spotted rotating star
2641587994382309632 Fainter and redder than typical Cepheids
5424247204666300032 Fainter and redder than typical Cepheids
5804085561048983552 Fainter and redder than typical Cepheids
Notes. A more complete listing of likely misclassified Cepheids is published in Ripepi et al. (2018).
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